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VOICE OF THE MARXIST-LENINIST PARTY, USA

On the struggle against national·oppression··
:at Roswell Park h'osp itaI in Buffalo
our work at Roswell Park. And, in our concentra:tion
at Roswell Park, w~ , have always had an invaluable
base from which to address the city-wide arid
country~wide struggle against black oppression.
The Second National Conference of our' Party was
Furthermore, black bourgeois politics has always
held 'last fall under ,the slogans ''Deepe~ among the
had considerable influence among the workers at
masses -- Build the Marxist-Leninist Party!" and
Roswell Park. Indeed, at Roswell Park there is
"CarrY forward the struggle against racism and
currently an organized social-democratic trend, a
national oppression -- Work for proletarian
trend wjth a definite nationalist tinge, which is .
leadership!" The resolutions Of the conference were
headed up by a bourgeoisified s~ction of semi-pro- .
published in the' Dec. 1, 1984 issue of The Workers
fessional blacks. This trend has direct' ties with
Advocate". ,The last issue of the Supplement !:>egan a
the most influential black politicians in the Demoseries of articl'es on this conference in order to
cratic . Party in our area. Most notably the trend is '.
allow a deeper study of the valuable material from
connected with Arthur Eve, who is a rather important
the conference on the experienceo! our Party and
state politician ih the Democratic Party' from Buf..,
the revolutionary line for' the mass' stru~gle and·
falo. For years Eve was the chairman of the Blac..k
party-building.
'
In this issue we continue the series with a , and Puerto Rican Caucus in the State Assembly, and
speech on the work of our Party in organizing the' he's currently tJ:1e chairman of the State Budget
Committee. Thus we have had to contend directly.
black workers at a particular workplace' both against
with this social-democratic and bourgeois nation:-",
racism and into the general workers' struggle. It
alfst trend at Ros well over' the Ye1n"S.
shows' the role of the struggle at the workplace in'
As this aspect of our work is not SO well known,
assisting the . work in the general anti.,.racist moveit wiII be valuable for us to discuss some of our
ment, and vice versa; and it also goes into the
experience in the struggle against national oppresquestion of the struggle against a black bourgeois
sion and, against this black bourgeois' political
nationalist and social-dembcratic, trend.
trend. I will divide my' remarks, -roughly, into two
-----~--.-----------------------~.----.--------------- ....
sections. First, some comments about how' we have
approached the struggle against the oppression of
Roswell' Park, where we have been' concentrating
black workers at the wbrk place~ and particularly
our work 'for ,some five or six. years, employs a
the relation of concentration work to the general
significant number of black workers. In fact, the
political movement against black oppres~ion. The
largest section of o:rdinary working people (that is,
excluding the professional strata that a research
Omtlnued 011 page 15
hospital employs in Jarge .numbers) are black. . These
black workers are' concentrated in ttle lowest paid
=========================;:====--=-==,===--==:::==
and hardest jobs, what are called the labor grades.
And they make up roughly 8(}% of the mel11bership of
IN' THIS ISSUE,
CSEA Local #303, which is afflliated with, AFSCME
nationally. It's the state employees' union in New
York. This makes Roswell Park one of the largest
New Zealand and the Anti-Nuclear Movement ••••••.••• 2
work places in our city where black workers are
Boston Transit Workers Face Reaganite Cuts••••••••• 4
concentrated. Thqs; the struggle against the opDenounce Police RaidS on Detroit Schools••••••••••• 5
From the Nicaraguan MarXist-Leninists
'pression of. black people ,and' the mobilization of the
black workers for the. revolutionary struggle has
Speech on the Present Situation ................. 1
Plan of Struggle.
~
11
8Iways been an essential and a day-to-day concern in
Speech at the Seoood National Conference
of the Mar.xIst-Lenlolst, Party,USA
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Because. the pro-U.S. Labor Party made a concession
· to the mass anti-nuclear movement
RFAGAN GOES <N TIlE WARPATII AGAINST NEW ZFALAND .

The following article was written by The Workers'
Advocate staff.

. .given to port calls by British warships. Demonstra·tions of thousands have taken. place both before and
'after the elections of last July demanding that the.
------------------------~--------------------------government take an anti-nuclear stand.
f·' .~~
The Reagan administration is on the warpath beThere is also strong sentiment against nuclear
ca~ the government. of New Zealand ,has refused to
weapons in the islands of the South Pacific that the
allow U.S. nUylear-armed ships to make port calls.
New Zealand bourgeoisie regards as' its 'own sphere of
The mass movement in Nevy Zealand against nuclear
interest.
The Melanesian and Polynesian people on
weapons is strong. The ruling New Zealand Labor
these islands have suffered greatly from the nuclear
Party .is actually firmly pro-U.S. imperialist and in.
weapons testing of U.S., French and British imperialfavor. of the militarist ANZUS alliance with the U.S.
ism. Hence the liberal section -of the bourgeoisie
· Nevertheless it found it necessary to make some
in New Zealand feels pressure from this angle as
:anq-nuclear weapons promises in order to win the
well to make a show of opposition to nucl~ weapons.
.
last elections.. Now that it has refused the visit
of a U.S. nuclear warship, Reagan is organizing a
political barrage against the Labor Party adminis. Reagan's ~ Off With TheIr Heads
tration, threatening military and economic repriReagan's response to the anti-nuclear gestureS of
sals, and exploring action to bring the opposition
'
New Zealand National Party to power.
the. New Zealand government is like that of the
tyrannical king when told that some peasant servants
have ruined his favorite purple robe. "Off with
A Conressian to the Antl-Ndre Mo-.ement
their heads." This, in essence, is what Reagan adThe stand taken by the· New Zealand government
ministration spokesmen announced when New Zealand
refused ·to allow the U.S.S. Buchannan to make a port
headed by prime minister David Lange is a concession
to the anti-nuke movement in New Zealand. This . call.
Reagan's campaign of intimidation and pressure
· movement is quite strong in New Zealand. Port' calls
against New Zealand began last summer, immediately
by U.S. imperialist warships in the past have reguafter Lange's election. Reagan gave Lange a sixlarly been. ;met by boatloads of, demonstrators in the
month "grace period" in which to think about his
harbors of New Zealand, and the same treatment is
.decision. In. the meantime, the U.S. government
dispatched representatives from. the State Department, the Pentagon, and the Heritage Foundation to
New Zealand to try and talk the new government into
admitting U.S. ships. The U.S. also got the hawkish
prime minister of Australia, ~he, Australian Labor
Party leader Bob Hawke, to write a letter to Lange
· urging him to renege on his anti-nuclear election
canipaign promise, just as Hawke had done.
After six months the U.S. announced that the
Buchannan would visit New Zealand' as part of naval
Sypplement to
.
war games. in March. Lange' asked if the Buchannan
carried nuclear weapons. When. the U.S. refused to
The Workers' Advocate
reply, Lange asked for some other.' U.S. ship, which
Theoretical-Political Newspaper
·could somehow be presented as. non-nuclear, to visit
of the Central Committee
in the Buchannan's place. But Reagan insisted: the
of the Marxist-Leninist Party, USA
Buchannan or nothing.
So finally New Z~aland
annot,lnced that the Buchannan would not be allowed to
Editorial correspondence:
visit.
'.
The Workers' Advocate Supplement
Immediat~ly 'the U.S. government launched a bar. Box 11942, Ontario St. Stn., Chicago,IL606.11
rage of propaganda designed to. intimidate the New
Orders and subscriptions:
Zealand government.
Administration spokesmen disMarxist-Leninist Publications
cussed ways New Zealand could be maoe to '''pay the
Box :11972, Ontario St. Stn., Chicago,IL60611
cost": by cancelling New 2:!3aland's "privileged"
trading status with the U.S.,.; tbereby raising tarRates: From vendor, 50~ .
Via 1st class maii.: $1 for single copy, $12 for year
. iffs on New Zealand exports;' cutting off military
(\).5., Canada, Mexico)
cooperation, the exchange of personnel 'and intelligence; and in Congress there was talk of trade
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bag of resentment, anger, and· beIIy-cr:-awling. Lange
protested that the U.S. ought not to be "so extraordinarily heavy" on New Zealand and \ater suggested
that the Rea~an response could be "an example jof
that totalitarianism we are supposedly fightIng
against. " And, in response to the Reaganite demand
of how they could expect to be covered by the U.S. '
nuclear umbrella while refusing U.S. warships, they
have replied that New Zealand does not want this
umbrella.
But,while iprotesting Washington's bullying,
Lange at· the rsame time hastened to assure Reagan
that he remains committed to the ANZUS alliance.
He emphasizes that New Zealand's stand on visits by
nuclear warships should have nothing to do with
Reagan's Stand: Fear of the Mass Movement.
military qooperation with the U.S. And of course· he
and Deadly Serioos ~ for'
puts no conditions on the Pentagon itself altering
Nuclear Slaughter
its plans for nuclear slaught~r,. to say nothing of
its strategy of world dominatfon.: His entire stand
Why is the' Reagan admini~tration taking such a
is' simply one of empty gestures, and he cannot see
tyrannical stand against New Zealand, which ever
why the Pentagon and the White House are reacting so
, 'since 'World War II has been a completely docile ~nd
strohgly to his method of subverting the anti-war
struggle in' New Zealand."
..
cooperative ally of U.S. imperialism in the South
IndeE¥i, in· a press conference this Monday, March
Pacific? In the first place, the Pentagon does not
want, to lose New ,Zealand as a port of call. But
11, Larlge 'said the whole fuss could have' averted if'
secondly, and more important, ,it does 'hot Plant the
a neviTs leak about a January meeting between him and
example of New Zealand to encourage the mass strugthe U.S. Ambassador to New Zealand, H. Monroe Brown,
hadn't upset plans for a compromise.
.
gle in otIlercountries -- in particular, Japan-What is, the ANZUS treaty that Lange is sO fond,
which have major u.S. military bases.
.
'
ANZUS is an aggressive military alliance beof?
In Japan, as in New Zealand" there is a1,s0 a
government ban on visits by nuclear-armed, ships.
tween Australia, New Zealand and the U.S. that is
part of the global imperialist military networks of
But the U.S. and Japanese governments get' around
the Pentagon. ,It was formed in 1951' and since then
this with a tacit agreement - the Japanese government does not ask if U.S. warships have nuclear i has been fully supported by both of ,New ZeaIand's
weapons, and the Pentagon does not' Sfly. Nonetheless
majo, bourgeois parties, the social-democratic Labor
the. U. S. militarists 'cannot' rest easy with this . PartY and the conservative National Party. Through
situation, ·because, visits by U.S.' ships to Japan are / ANZUS, New Zealand troops have been mobilized to
invariably accompanied by large anti-nuclear and, participate in U.S. imperialist aggression in, Korea,
and-militarist demonstrations.'
".
Malaysia, and Viet Nam. Presently New Zealand mainIn Australia there is also a large and ,growing
.tains a, garrison of Rapid, Deployment Force troops in
anti-nuclear movement. In the national elections
Singapore and has troops assisting the U.S. imperialist-organized "peace procesk'" in Egypt.
New
held ·last December~ the n~)V Nuclear Disarmament
Party received about 10% of the' vote•. And even the
Zealand is also providing support to the tottering
Philippines dictator, Marcos.
,'. ' .
militarist Bob Hawke has been forced to cut baCk on
Prime, Minister Lange has been protesting against
,nuclear cooperation with the U.S.; Hawke 'recently
cancelled an agreement with the U.S. to' assist in
O.S. statements that New Zealand's anti-nuclear
testing the MX missile. Hawke, who - personally, stand may mean the death of ANZUS. He has eXpressed
favors the MX and nuclear militarism, was afraid of
regret about the cancellation of nav!il war games
the politiQal consequences for . his ruling Labor
this spring and is upset about Washington's cutback.
Party.
'
'
in military cooperation with New Zealand.
'
Thus the Reagan. administration is taking a stand
Tq.us, deSpite his anti-nuclear gestures, Lange is
df coming down hard on any government thai: ;gives any
committed to maintaining New Zealand's military
concession, no matter how slight; to the' antialliance with U.S. imperialism. It should also be
nuclear movement~ Thlsshows both its fear of the
noted that, ;historically, Lange has not hilnself'
mass movement and how seriously it takes' its own
supported the. anti-nuke policy. In, 1983 he tried to
, get the anti-nuke plank removed from the Labor
vision of prevailing in" a "winnable nuclear war".'
Party's platfonn, 'but\ was (prevented from doing so by
,~
rank-and-file Labor Party members.
The New ZeaIaD4 Labor Party:' Anti-Nuke
Gestures 'But;'Pro-ImperIaUst, PoRer
It should alsol be noted that in New Zealand there
is pressure, on the government to get out of ANZUS
'
\
The response ,of' LangeOs government to the bullya}together. Cert~in pabor Party conferences and
ing of the Reagan 'administration has been a mixed
trade union conventions have adopted anti-ANZUS
sanctions agairist New Zealand. It has also been
reported that the Reagana,dministration is making
overtures of assistance to Lange's opposition, the
New zealand National Party, whose leader is urging
Lange to give up, his opposition to, U.S. nucleaf
warships.
Reagan's idea of "democracy" was once again' demonstrated for the world to. see: do what' the Pentagon wants or we'll smash your head in.
,
Meanwhile Stephen Solarz (D-NY), a leadirig liberal on the House Foreign Affairs Committee, scheduled
his subcommittee tp hold special hearings on the
ANZUS treaty alliance because" he said, New Zea,..
land's' actions "raise,' the gravest questions •••• "
/
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resolutions.
This reflects the anti-imperialist
sentiment of the working people of New Zealand, who,
however, are still enchained in illUSIons about the
liberal bourgeois Labor Party. -Thus there is pres-sure on Lange's government to maintain some stand
against Reagan's. bullying, despite the. New Zealand
bourgeoisie's commitment .to imperialist alliancres.
To Cany Throogb. A Serioos Struggle Against

Nuclear Warmongering
The Stmggle Must Strike At JmperiaUsm

The fact that -the Labor Party government in New
Zealand -has, for no w at least, refused port calls
from -U.S •. nuclear warships is a tribute to the
. strength of mass opposition to militarism. But as
long as' a pro-imperialist and pro-capitalist party
remai~ in power in New Zealand,
the anti-nuclear
position of New Zealand i& not only unstable, ',but it
reflects simply the special position of New Zealand
in the U.S. im,perialist network, in which it is

sideline to nuclear preparations and has been assigned other roles •. _ For the working class of New
Zealand to play a powerful role in the struggle
against imperialist war, including nuclear war, it
must not be content at simply ·dropping out of certain ,manifestations, of U.S. imperialist nuclear
warmongering, but it -must actively take up the fight
again~t U.S. imPerialism.
It must not rest content
with, the policy of gestures, but must strike at the
roots of militarism and nuclear warmongering.
.
This requires that the working class' break with
the liberal bourgeoisie and work to carry out the
'socialist revolution which' win bring to power a
truly anti-militarist -and anti-imperialist government, a _socialist government of the working class•
And the strong anti-nuclear movement of the working
people of New Zealand is a powerful asset that
should be used -to the full in developing the revolutionary proletarian -movement needed for a sucCessful
[]
soCialist revolution.

\-

BOSTON TRANSIT WORKERS:

The follOWing leaflet was' issued by the Boston
Worker, newspaper of the Boston Branch of the
Marxist-Leninist Party, USA, on February 6, 1985.

,

.

ORGANIZE TO FIGHT REAGAN'S CUTS!

. The 'contract with the MBTA expires in less than
two months. '. The MBTA has been gearing up to use the
contract to furth'er attack the workers wages, benefits and working conditions by expanding the parttime system, instituting more speed up and cutting
medical benefits.
Now that Reagan has announced
plans to eliminate all federal. assistance to the
MBTA and o¢.er transit systems, the T management
will certainly attempt to demand even more concessions. . Already O'Leary is holding the threat of 600
layoffs over our heads.' But we should not yield an
inch to either -the· Reaganit~ in Washington or the
ones on High St. - Instead we mUst 'be organized for
the coming fight.
.
Weare h~ing a lot of talk from Reagan .about
how we must all sacrifice to bring government spending under control.
But this is another Reagan lie.
Reagan is not cutting government spending.
He_is
increas-ing it. What he is doing is cutting out or
reducing any section of the budget that might benefit the poor or the working masses in order - to help
finance thegarganfuan U.S. military build up and in
order to pay the bankers and money sJ>equlators out,rageous skyrocketing interest paymerits on the
national debt.· While Reagan m8kesdrastic cuts ih
the Medicare benefits of the retired people, freezes
social security and cuts out food. programs for the
unemployed and the poor, he is planning to increase
his $313 billion military budget another $100 bi1~
lion in the next three years. While Reagan imposes
a 5% pay cut on federal workers and cuts off federal

aid to public - schools and mass transit, he considers
it a sacred duty to- pay $150 billion 1'n interest (a
30(JJ/o increase since 1980) to the banking' magnates.
In 'other' words, the poor ang working people must
tighten their belts so the bankers can get their
tribute and so the - rich can build up their war
machine to defend-their investments (vital
interests), put down the workers of other countries
and fight with, Moscow oVer division of the loot.
Reagan calls this standing tall. --.We call it naked
imperialis'm. Such is the noble cause for which
. Reagan wants us to sacrifice.' ,
Of course, using budget crises to attack the MBTA
'-workers is nothing new. This kind of thing has been
going on for fifteen years and especially since
1980. We have already been .wrurtgdty. In 1974, the
T spent 25% of its budget on -the wages of the workers in the transportation department (bus drivers,
guards, motormen, collectors, etc.). Today this
figur~ is only ~6% and the number of workers has
been cut by a third.
But while the workers have been cutbaqk and
. subjected te the part -time - system and all the other
management rights abuses, the executives have padded
their nest well. The number ofadmimstrators has
quadrupled and the administrative budget has increased unbelievably. And of C0urse, the bankers
have got their" share too. In 1974, othe T spent 15%
of its _ budget paying the banks~' Today Z4% goes to
the banks -- 50% more' than to -the workers who
actually make the T run. _ (Funny how you never hear
about these things in the newspapers.)
Every year we have been forced, to sacrifice more
and more for the rich. Now we ·are being told we
must sacrifice not only for the -META and its capF
talist friends, but for Reagan and ,the Pentagon. as
well. It is high time for us to' Say "no more!" Our
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wages and' benefits must be improved, not sacrificed.
Part timers must be made full time and the part-time
system .abolished. A fight for these demands should
be our answer to the arrogant maneuvers of Reagan
and the MBTA. Not a single concession for the
Pentagon and the r i c h ! .
'
We must get organized now for the fight over, the
We cannot wait
contract and the budgetary crisis.
for our union leaders to organize us. They obviously have no intention of fighting. Our contract is
only two months away, apd they haven't so much as
called a meeting for us to put forward our. demands
and organize. They will either accept what the T
offers or try to push everything into arbitration,
where the T management will get what it wants anyhow. Just like last time. We must ta~e matters
into our own hands. These leaflets should be widely
circulated. . Workers should link up with the
Marxist-Leninist . Party and keep it informed of
developments. Agitation must be organized in every

lobby and repair shop to prepare our forces for.a
fight.
T workers:
The Reaganite offensive is not only hurting us,
but it is strangling the whole working class. This
offensive is supported by both the Republican and
Democratic Parties. Only'an independent movement of
the whole working class can stand up to the Reaganites. In addition to organizing our own fight on
the MBTA, we must· participate in and support the
strikes and protests of other workers and of the
poor and unemployed. We must participate in and
organize militant actions against Reagan's' gr,o.wing
militarism and against his new Vietnam-styled war
again~t our working class brothers in Central America. Reagan and the rich have bullied us around too
long. It is time for the working class to come out
on its own and use its strength to fight for its own
interests.
[]

MORE ON TIlE POLICE RAIDS AGAINST DETROIT SCHOOLS
Below we carry a speech given at a meeting of
friends of the MLP in Detroit on the subject of
denouncing the police raids on the Detroit schools
and the stepped up repression Of the youth under the
banner of "fighting crime" . I t has been excerpted
and edited for publication.

exists. Most. articles simply decry the problem, try
to make an emotional appeal by dredging up every
horror they can find, and then declare "let.'s get
tough with the youth." A few will pontificate the
problem is that parents are too liberal with their
chitdren; a few will opine that teachers aren't
teaching well enough; but more than 'anyt;hing else.
you get the pi~ture that the young people are just
hoodlums, a least a sizeable minority of them are
hoodlums, and we better bring the hammer down on
them if we're to make the schools "safe for educa':' .
tion".

The' . CapItalists and tbefr Government

Scapegoat:the Youth fO['· Crime

The first Point ,to ralse is the question of yoilth
crime, because the justification for the extreme
measures such as searching all the kids. in a school,
carrying out criminal prosecution of· high school
students, and even suing then- parents, is all being
justified on' the grounds that special measures must
be taken to deal with an epidemic of crime and
shootings in the schools.
Now the problem of kids shaking down other kids
for their Adidas tennis shoes, of drug' taking, and
so forth are serious problems that the working
Crime
people are quite correctly concerned about.
is another abomination that capitalism imposes on
the workers and makes a difficult life that much
more difficult. And this problem is more and more
affecting the children of the workers.
But the whole discussion of youth prime by the
government and the. capitalist news media, and the
supposed "solutions"" to youth crime that the government is implementing, really have nothing to do with
solving the problem or even slowing it down.
One of the things that stands' out when you read
through tons of articles that have been .written on
youth crime ·lately is that there is a striking
. absence . of any, discussion of why. this problem

OJ: die Shootings of Youog Peq»le in DetroIt
·

A typical way this emotional appeal against the
youth is being made is with the repetition, . over and
over again, of the statistics on the number' of kids
that get shot. Nearly 250 kids got shot in Detroit
last year, and this figure is repeated over and over
again, with period updates, but nothing is' said
about how they g~t shot. Rather the impression is'
created that kids are just banging away at each
· other and therefore' we better get the police into
the schools 'to clear this up.
.
Now there has been one exception to this. The
Detroit Free .•. Press is one of the rabid campaigners
against the youth, but one article last November
actually listed the shootings of youngsters that
took place between July 1 and November 10 of 1984
and included a short paraw.aph with each describing"
the cirGumstances of the shooting. This material is
very incomplete, but a study of it is interesting.
It shows:
1) There were 118 shootings of kids under 17
· during that period.
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2)
Of these, over 30 were accidents where kids
in public education.
With the despicable erosion of
got shot playing with their parent's guns in their
public education, it is little wonder that we find a
high drop-outl"ate among students, that we find
homes or where kids got ,caught 'in a crossfire between adults - sha6ting at each other.
'
growing semi-illiteracy among the youm, .and that we
find the students becoming disgusted' 'with the
3) By my count, only three took place in the
schools.
'
schools and one of these was the incident where a
policeman mUrdered a 16 year old.
2. 'Im~ unemployment, ~ hopeless
ness. Along with,' the deterioration of the ,schools,
4) ,Of the rest, the majority of cases were of
the youth are' facing~he miseries of the impoverish'adults shooting down young people. And take a look
ment forced on their parents and of the lack of any
at a few of the incidents:
prospects for ,the future. ,With the high rate of
-the police shot a 15 year old who was driving a
poverty, it is not toostirprising to discover the
car that the police claitn had a suspected robj)er in
increase' of petty thievery ,of lunch money and tennis
it. The police' claim the teenager pointed a gun' at
'"
,
'
shoes.
,
them, but no weapo~ was found.
What is more, 'wJth an' over 5(11/0 unemployment rate
'-a 16 year old tried to break up a fight between
for black teenagers, what future do the young people
friends of his in front of a bar. The bar owner
have to look,' to? There is not much excitement in
came, out and opened ,up fire on the kids, wounding
studying hard to 'prepare' yourSelf' to gee a job that '
the youth who was trying to break up the fight.'
doesn't, exist. ' Kids, are being pushed towards crime
-a 16 year old was shot by a man who accused th~'
youth's employer, a carpet cleaner, for stealing, by the same' capitalilltswho piously preach against
crime.
"
from the man's house. Mind you, it was not the
'3. The Cultural off~nsive of the bourgeoisie.
youth but his boss who was blamed for stealing.
Finally one can't help but mention the whole cul- '
-a 13 year old girl attempted to breakupa
tural offensive against the youth. The TV, movies,
fight ,between friends in front of an apartment
music, ' and so forth glory In, capitalist parasitism,
house. She was shot down by the apartment building
in gang!)terism, drug taking, racism; brutality tomanager, who opened up fire when he was annoyed at
wards women, 'imPerialist aggression and warmongerthe disturbance. :
ing, arid so forth. , These are, the high l11'oral goals
--and the list goes on and on.
set for the youth "by the' capitalists; goals which,
If we lOOK afthese examples, it would seem to me,
if Reagan has hisway~ will be further uplifted by ,
that to deal with the shootings of kids, rather than
prayer iIi' the' schools and .sanctified as being nothhave, the police raid the high schools, we should
have the high school students raid the police, and "ing short of the very "klngdom of God". With the
filth being spread Pi the capitalists, I am amazed
storeowner:s, and apartment building managE¥'s. This
that the youth of, the 'workers, do as' well 'as they do.
might even help" the problem of youth, crime because
, , Now, taken together, these are the abominable
, it would give the youth something satisfying to do
conditions facing, the youth. , Ami these are the
with their lives. '
'
_
conditions that stand at the base of youth crime.
Anyway, the point, of this discourse is simply to
Many of the young people are just. languishing; too
show how an emotional, unthinking appeal is being
many are being driven' to suicide; and some are,
made -' an appeal that obliterates even questioning
getting pushed into, crime~
why youth crime exists and which turns the emotions
towards repressive measures against the youth.
Q}

the Sooroe of Crime in the SdIooIs

So let us now put this emotional appeal aside and
take' a look at' why youth crime develops. There are
several sources 'to' this problem which are not, too
hard to figure out.
1. ' The deterioration of the pubUc ~tion
system. Now it is universally accepted that the
schools are going to hell. But a recent study by a
liberal group called the National Coalition of, Advocates for Students is quite interesting,. It points
to conscious and systematic discrimination against
the children of the working people, against the
oppressed nation'alities, and women, and concludes
that "state and'local financing of schools adds up
to a conspiracy to spend more money on rich kids and
less money on poor kids."
"
This is, of course, the program of the capitalists ardently espoused by the Reagan government,
which is again this ye'ar demanding more budget' cuts

Down 1fith·,tbe PoBce RaIds. FIght: , for It. Real
FAn-tim ... the Rlglitsof Yooth

But these same conditions are; also breeding a
rebelliousness,' among ,the. youth, 'and there are some
who have begun to find their way:to the mass move- ,
ments against imperialist aggression, and war, to the
mass battles against racist police terror, and to
revolutionary' agitation against 'the capitalist system. When' you hear liberals, 'llJooning about the
"alienation"; of the youth,' when you', hear them decry
the new "subculture" of the impover:ished growing, up
among the young'people, and wheo'Yoo: see them cast a
fearful glance over their shoulders towards the
situation of the 1960s, then you knOw that it is not
youth crime but, instead, youth rebellion that the
, bourgeoisie is worryIng about.,:{;\,
That is why the government'g, t'Solutions" to youth
crime do not aim at , alleviatllig' ThEl Conditions that
give rise to thjs problem, but instead aim at
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terrorizing the youth and' suppressing any rebelbecoming rebellious.
And this is no slip -of the
liousness.
tongue. Mass raids on the sch.ools, mass locker
The oh-So liberal Mayor Young is not ignorant of
searches, etc. aim at terrorizi:qg ,. ',alI the high
the sources of crime; he will even speak. of them on
schools students, and this 'is wh~t.;yollng, serving
occasion to' maintain his pro-people image; but his
his capitalist masters, wants.
program for, fighting crime is nothing other than
more police and' prisons and raids. to harass and
MobJHze the YcDh for Stniggie
intimidate all the, high school students.
.
Listen to Young's words at. the time he .announced
In conclUSion,' I note that the whole history. of
his program' of raids on. the schools:
police brutality and racist terror lea.ds one irre, "There's a direct relationship between poverty,
sistibly to the belief' that more police in the
' unemployment, 'hunger and crime••,...' ,
schools won't stop crime, but will instead by used
nWe know that one out' of three persons in the
to repress the youth. The solution to youth crime
city are on some form of relief; therefore, at the
can't be found in Young's measures, in police raids
edge of or under the level of poverty. I don't
or in anti-crime hysteria.
It instead must be
believe there is another city of over one million
sought in improving' the education system,. fighting
[inhabitants] in this nation with problems of this
for jobs and other improvements the kids need, and
mag'mtude. We have to recognize these as reasons' mobilizing the youth ,themselves to take part in the
for our problem •. ' But. w.e cannot except it as an
struggle against the capitalist offensive.
excuse. We will not accept. yOUIJg hoodlums or old
This is what will undermine the conditions giving
hoodlums, jitterbugs or litterbugs taking over the
rise to youth crime and what will give the youth
streets of the city....
,
high ideals, revolutionary goals, and a hope for the
"We're· here collectively to deal with crime •. . future.
We're here collectively to let it be known that the
The bourgeoisie· are themselves pulling the. young
free ride is over. No more Mr. Nice guy_ From now
people into the class struggle. Any fond hopes of
on its hardball."
parents that their children may be outside . the
. Now what is particularly striking to me in this'
struggle at least till they, grow up is being smashed
statement is not $0' much, the '~' with which Young
by shootings, police raids, cutbacks, the barrage of
,dismisses the problems of uneinployrrient and poverty
bourgeois cuI ture, and the big stick of the bourand excuses himself from dealing with these probgeoisie against the youth. The only alternative to
lems; but his description' of who it is he is goirig
the horrors of capitalist life is fo~ the youth to
to play hardball With. Young says he's.fed up not
take a conscious part in the struggle against the
onlY with the hoodlums but also with the "jitterbugs
miserable conditions facing them, and the capitalist
and the litterbugs", . that is to say" with kids who
0
system that gives rise to these. conditions.
are rowdy, who don't bow down to authority, who are
ISIDRO TELL,EZ.
"FOR

'AN

GENERAL SECRETARY OF MAP-ML ,OF NICARAGUA.
',THE PRESENT TASKS OF THE REVOLUTION:

OUTLINES

EFFECTIVE' DEFENSE,TOWARDS A REVOLUTIONARY OFFENSIVE"

. During the. ,c'ampaign, for last No'vember's
Hernando I Tellez Herrera and Leonardo Garcia J ara:
elections in, Nicaragua, the tvtAP-ML, held a meeting to
two members of the leadership of MAP-ML who fell in
honor the: memory of the comrades. of the leadership
the anti-Somoza struggle which was ,~ed by the' Party
of MAP-ML :who had laid down their' lives in the
through the heroic Popular Anti-Sop:lOza Militias
course of the 's.truggle· against Somoza. At this
. (MILPAS). Both were founding members and effective
meeting Isidro Tellez, the. General. Secretary of MAP-:
fighters 'of the MILPAS against the miiitary apparaML, delivered a, major Speech giving MAP-ML'sViews ' tus of, Somocism.
Hernaldo (Commander Julio) and
on the present stag(~y of the revolution in Nicaragua.
Leonardo were revolutionary aDd consistent examples
., This speeeh was'$.UtD.IIUUiZed: iIl'the Issue of MAP-ML's
of '"communism-- true Marxist-Leninist militants.
jOilrnal l>tensti ·t='Foletaria . for Nov~' 1984.
Both were members of the Military Commission"of the
. Below we,reprodtice first the introduction from
Party. They fell simultaneously in May of 1979:
Prensa Proletaria:"honoring the memory 'of the. fallen
Hernaldo was assassinated in the neighborhood of San
comrades, and. thel,1 ,the summary of the speech. Trancarlos in Leon by patrols under the command of the
slation is by ·The' . Workers' Adv~te staff•.
lackey Pablo AqUilera, and Nayo. w~ captured, tortured and later assassinated in theSomocista dungeons.
IN MEMORY OF THE LEADING
This was a hard blow for the Map-ML; Hernaldoand
COMRADESC.WHO; GAVE THEIR LIVES IN .
Leonardo had pushed forward the revolutionary strugTHE STRUGGLE AGAINST SOMOZA.
gle and reaffirmed the proletaril:).n and MarxistLeninist character of the MAP-ML~,·· Their practical
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legacy and their theoretical contributions are a
part of the experience and understanding accumulated
not only by' the Party but also by the advanced
proletariat· of Nicaragua.
In just recognition of
their labor as leaders of the Party and of the
MILPAS (dissolved after the 19th of July, 1979), the
Central Committee organized this political event in
homage to its leaders fallen in the anti-So)Doza
struggle.
'
As Hernaldo and Nayo themselves would have
directed, this event served to synthesize the political vision of the present moment and to point out
the immediate tasks that are required to defend the
revolutionary process. The· speech of the General
'Secretary of our Party, Isidro Tellez, is a brief
but well-aimed exposition of the present problems of
the revolution: how to develop an effective defense
of the revolution and to pass to a major offensive
against the en~mies of the toilers.
The MAP-ML has published a pamphlet that contains
the entire text of this important speech of the
General Secretary. Here, for reasons of space, we
are summing up briefly the content and principal
aspects of each of the subtitles of the speech.
(Copies of the· complete speech are available to the
public in the offices of 'the MAP-ML, situated [in
Managua, Nicaragua] at cine Aguerri 1c abajo 2 l/Z
al lago No. 620, telephone 23787.)
SUMMARY OF THE SPEECH OF
ISIDRO TELLEZ
Legalization is <Ale Method of Struggle
The (recent) legalization of the MAP-ML is an
important aspect, but not essential.
The essential
struggle of our Party is to achieve the solidification of our ties with the working class, deeply and
broadly, in order to put itself at the forefront of
the class struggle and to develop the struggle in
the interest of the revolution of the workers and
poor peasants, in the interests of proletarian
socialism and communism.
Our struggle, clear and unequivocal, is this:
for proletarian socialism and communism, and this
struggle we do not attempt to conceal. We are not
hidden socialists and communists. We are' not going
to negate, for tactical reasons, negate our principal objective:
the liquidation of the capitalist
system and its dominant class .and oppressors~' the
seizUre of power by the proletariat, the installation of the dictatorship of the proletariat against
the bourgeoisie, the oppIes9OOl and lmperialism, for
the constructlon of w<Xirer-peasant power and s0cialism, en route to communism.
Our Particular CondItions

These grand struggles have as their theater of
operations a dependent capitalist country with a
proletariat relatively dispersed but of strategic

importance, especially in the sector of export crops
and agro-industry; a country with a large mass of
peasantry divided into levels with differences within them.
Some strata of peasants show vacillation
and' fear and must be won over, with care, for the
revolution, or in any case neutralized. We find
ourselves in a country devastated not only by natural phenomena -- droughts, earthquakes, flood and
plagues· -- but also by the effects of the looting
that the bourgeoisie and imperialism have carried on
since the beginning of the penetration and development of capitalism in Nicaragua. This is a country
encircled economically, politically and militarily
by U.S. imperialism. A country where the bourgeoisie, favored [in the name of] mixed ecopomy,
national unity, and pluralism, has been able to take
advantage to the maximum of [this opportunity to]
accumulate forces to impede the advance and even
push backward the victories of the great democratic
and popular action which required the insurrection
of the toilers and people against the head of imperialist bourgeois domination in Nicaragua, the
Somoza Dictatorship.
The CountecrevoIutlooary Jntemal Front

The bourgeois opposition continues struggling (as
it did strongly during the struggle of the people
[against the Sornoza dictatorship]) for a Somocism
without . Somoza, but with somocistas and neosomocism. Towards this aim it has made advances in
the internal counterrevolutionary front: the COSEP
[Higher Council of Private Enterprise], La Prensa
[the reactionary bourgeois daily], the Catholic
. hierarchy, the CfN, CUS [the two reactionary and
pro-imperIalist trade union centers, one consisting
of Catholic unions, the other of AFL-CIO type
unions, with both centers supported by the· AFL-CIO],
the rightist parties, and now the ex-members of the
FPR like the MDN and recently the PLI [the FPR
(Patriotic Revolutionary Front) was a bloc of antiSomoza organizations including the FSLN (Sandinistas) and others. The leader of the bourgeois MDN
(National Democratic Movement), Alfonso Robelo, is
now a contra leader in Costa Rica. The bourgeois
Independent Liberal Party has recently broken from
its bloc with the FSLN and joined with the reactionary· opposition.]
The Re¥ohrtlon Is

Q}

The Defenstre

Although at the level of the fundamental struggle
over the definition of the revolutionary course, the
great battle between the revolution and the counterrevolution, between· capitalism and socialism is
still undecided,· the conflicts have already been
unleashed. What is now .important is that the
counterrevolutionary forces are in an offensive
phase and the revolutionary forces are in a' defensive phase, and many times this defense Is not
effectlve IlOl" has it sened. to safeguard foo:es.
There are symptoms that the policy of the Govem-

\
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an effective method (for the real, interests of the
ment of National Reconstruction will continue on the'
workers and peasants, . of the toilers and people,
same route that it has followed in, these five years
must have an anti-bourgeols" anti~pital1st, 'antlsince the overthrow of the Somocista dictatorship.
Imperialist, anti-bureaucratic \ class content. This
This is a path especially of economic privileges' for
Is a war eoonomy againSt the enemies., ;of the peOple.
the big private producers, of an incapacity to control an anarchic economy which clearly shows the
The Revolutlopaly War F.commyMust Know
, capitalist , character' of th~ model of the mixed ecoHow to D1stingidsh Friends From Eremies And
nomy, arid a path which is putting patch after patch.
To Neutrallze <X WIn, {)fer The Vac:Illaius ,/
on the cracks that the crises and the aggressions
are opening, in th~s (according to some people, so
,The proletariat, the agricultural and urban worK"original!') model' which has shown it~elf, in its
first, five years, to be incapable of giving answers , ers, the semi.:.proletariat, and the poor peasants are
allies of the revolution and socialism'. The medium
to the masses.
"
,and rich peasants must be neutralized, and others
The Incapaclty of the Model of the MJxed EOOnomy
must be combated when they take the side ·of the
enemies of ~he p~ople., The bourgeoiSie, . the big
landholders, the big merchants and speculators are
,Without overlooking for a single m9ment the agenemies of the people as are all the' agents of the
gresstons' and maneuvers of ,the' bourgeoisi~ and impebourgeoisie and imperialism,' as well as the Catholic
rialism, the model of t;he mixed economy defines as a
strategic' method of Sandinism the conservation of
hierarchy and the reactionary union centers like
and coexistence with big private, proPerty, in indus- \ the CTN and, CUS., The economic speculation that
try and agriculture. The model of the mixed economy
embraces a part of the sectors of the petty bourgeoisie has its origin'in the government's general
has assumed • •• ' a tendency to reb,urden the people
with a series of taxes and to- relieve other' taxes
policy of incentives for the bourgeoisie, a. policy
from the bourgeoisie. More than Soo/o of the taxes
which throws big amounts of currency into, the hands
collected by the state are provided by indirect
of the bourgeoiSie, which incites inflation and the
taxes, this is to say,. by taxes that in general are
relative shortage of goods.
Inflation and indebtedpaid by the people-consumers. This is the mixed
ness are the alternatives of the Government of National Reconstruction.
economy and national unity that politically reflects
the social pact between the so-called patriotic
More confidence in the masses!
More participabourgeoisie and the Government of National Recontion of the unions! More participation of' the CDS
[Sandinista Defense Committees, popular neighborhood
struction.
•
Qrganizations formed for the defense of the revoluWhat Is The War F.commy?
tidn], and the militias in the probl~ms of supply
and combatting speculation: the people· must not.
The war economy is talked about - what. is the
only organize themselve~ as producers, unionists, ,
war economy? ••• It is a centralization of the
cooperative peasants,:but must organize also to
eConomy, the subordination of all the units of prorationalize consumpti~n. Let the participation' of
duction and distribution of the economy to the comthe masses be the determining factor 'in the struggle
mon objective of, spstaining production for tIle war.,
against the rise in' the cost of living, against
But the capitalists' discipline in the war economy
spe~ulation, hoarding and ushry.
,
has the aim of harmonizing' their activities and
Meanwhile the bourgeoisie continues serving it, protecting their interests, of having access to the
self, with a big spoon, from the government incenextraordinary production and to the effort the capitives even in this situation of :war., The toIlers
talists impose ,on the toilers.
""".,,'.'
see that the government is not capable of resolving
In a mixedecop.omy, what is the war economy? It
the problems nor of giving perspect,ives,rEl-ther it
'strengthens the domination of capital over labor,
argues that the problems will be resolved later in
the subordination of the toilers to the -bourgeoisie
the course of the revolution.
and the bureaucracy. This happens unless the toilers, under the, war' situation, organize their forces
The Revolution Is The TraosfonnJng Actb:t
and rein in the bourgeOisie; themselves arrange the
Of The W~And PeAsauts
centralization 9f, the economy, putting aside the
"rights" of the bourgeoisie and the big landholders;
As the right and Sandip.ism coincide in making the
and impose as, emergency war measures their revolugovernment synonymous with the revolution, the ertionary andemancipatory criteria· against the
rors, failures., vices, incapacity and vacillations
counterrevolution:ary and private profit criteria of
of the government are attributed to the revolution
the bourgeoisie.- ,
'
.
and included as an ~mple of the bad and disorder
In the government's logic, the war economy signithat is sO,cialism and the supposed worker-peasant/,
fiel maInt:abdng ~,. mJxed ecooomy in an' emecgency
power ,installed in Nicaragua. The revolution is not
war situation but.- .without touching the "rights" or
the government nor is the Government of National
profits of tIle, enemies of the people or' the assoctReconstruction revolutionary.
The revolution is the
ates of imperialism. A war economy, in order to be' transforming action of the workers and peasants

'/
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against their enemies, solving for themselves the
pro\)1ems, imposing the solutions on their enemies
whether they like it· or .not, whether 'they are
"patriotsl! or not~ It is the action of the revolutionary forces destroying the old productiYerelations and conditions and installing new productiv;e~
political and ideological conditions.
"
The process of institutionalization has come
about fundamentally from pressure from· imperialism
and social democracy, the other face of imperialism,
and the, internal bourg~oisie.
Who heard the people
asking to elect a president. of the republic to' a'
six-year term or ror a bourgeois-style parliament
for sL'lC years (meanwhile for two years acting as a
cbnstituent assembiy)? Who rules this country when
elections are h~ld only every six year~? '
I

Arriled WCldrer and Peasant Power'

We do not believe that the path of. separation
of powers is the path of the conS~ction of POPULAR'
POWER; that we inteIpet only and uniquely as, the
power of the wcners and poor peasants. Armed Workers~ and Peasants, because in i:h~s' life tand in this
time of imperialism and of the crises of the bourge9isie and its. system, the revolution will not
hallpennor develop, nor be maintained and defended
. without arms.
Ideological arms, orgtmizational and
" political arms' in the hands of the proletariat and
the people; but furthermore, necessarily, arms of
war, arms to defend the integrity of the national
territory against imperialism, to suppress the armed
counterrevolutionary bands~ to discourage whatever
intention or adv'enture of internal reaction. Arms
of war in the hands of the people so, that the
experience of Grenaqa, 'where the majbr part of the,
arsenal Was in warehouses far from control of the
, working class and people, will not be repeated ih
Nicaragua..',
' .
Here in Nicaragua, the imaginati911' the ingenuity, the revolutionary spirit of the masses will be
developed, basing itself on it~ own 'forces, as did
Sandino and his army in his epoch of the popular
revolutionary war against the armed' counterrevolutionary aggressions. For this, our party supports,
defends and tries to push forward the Sandinista
Popular Militias. And we accept willingly that they
are called Sandinista because further than being
popular they are als'o combative,. and firmly antiimperialist.
In the future, the revolution can
found the Popular Socialist Militias~
The NIcaraguan &evolution Is Part
Of The' World Revolution

When we talk about the revolution, we are talking
about the revolution in Nicaragua but also about the
world revolution.
The proletariat of the aggressive
countries must step up their struggles to stop the
common enemies, with the aim of making it ifupossible
for, the enemies to leave their rear unprotected. when

.

~ they; attack

outside their borders. The interests of
proletarian internationalism,' a cardinal prinCiple
''Of 'our party, requires of the Nicaraguan ,proletariat
that it not" only demand support for its own struggle
but also that it support the struggle of the proletariat in El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, Mexico,
Colombia, Venezuela, Panama ••• developiIlg. fully the.
class struggle against the bourgeoisie and imperialism of our country, making the most important con- \
tribution to the struggle of the proletariat and the
world revolution.
'
For An Effective defense, Towards
A Revolutionary OffeoslYe

, In this context, in' t~e Vfay defined,
revolution a..t a tactical level to be
strengthen, its defense, to restrict the
revolutionary offensive and to accumulate
,order to turn' things around towards a
revolutionary offense," our party .wants to
the following:
.

for the
able to
counterforces in
phase of
underline

Why DoesMAP~ Partidpate In

The Institutionalization
We participate in the process of institutionalization with the objective of snatching away
from the rightist forces the influence that they
have won or want to win among some sectors of the
masses.
We particip!J,te in order to bring to the people,
and to the working class in particular, the propo:"
~als of the Marxist-LenInist communist prole.tariat
of Nicaragua, organized in our Party. This is to
say, that we will use the .institutionalized struggle,
toagitate and parry out vigorous class struggle
against' the bourgeoisie, the big landholders, imperialism and all types of counterrevolutionary
agents, including those that in the name of socialism want to hitch the pr:ol~tariat to the wagon of
the. democratic 1:)ourgeoisie.
We participate so' that the people have the opportunity to learn what is behind the bourgeois program, the iristability of the petty bourgeois program
and the' justness - and firmness ,of the program, of the
proletariat, the program of the proletarian revolution, the· program of the party of the working class
of Nicaragua.
'0Jr Party raised high this Jr08i8iD of the pr0letariat, this program that does not begin ,nor end
with the e1ectmal campaign, :IQ NIcaragua, (regardless of the', ~ or ~ whether or rot it haPpens).
' .
NOT

A

SINGLE VOTE FOR THE
B(XR;OOISIE.
BULLETS FOR IMPERIALISM

this is the battle cry of our Party for the
electoral process.
[]

,'"
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Movement' of Popular Action/Marxist-Leninist
(The Marxist:-Leninist ~ of Nicaragua)

PLAN OF STRUGGLE OF THE MAP-ML
The introduction and list of points from the
"Plan of Struggle'" were printed in the' December 1,
1984 issue of The Workers' Advocate. . Below we provide the "plan of- struggle" in its entirety. .

Introduction

Nicaragua has lived through different historical
epochs in its economic and political development.
In the colonial epoch or per~od, . thousands of
Indians, Mestizos and blacks were exploited and
oppressed through slavery and feudal relations.
While world capitalism had already started its ascent and was going against the remnants of feudalism
in Europe, in' our' country, simultaneously, the big
lords of the land and pf religion flourished.
Late attempts by the local bourgeoisie in the
modern epoch were not able to overcome. the obstacles
inherited from the old systems. That which was revolutionary in the bourgeoisie was aborted in Nicaragua with ·the overthrow of Zelaya.
Thus the bourgeoisie in Ni9aragua couldn't be
revolutionary when it could or should have been. It
remained, in a sense, trailing behind. This was
reinforced by the reactionary character that' the
Somocista military dictatorShip had, even within its
own class.
The development of dependent capitalism with
these limitations did not offer all the necessary
conditions for the proletariat to take. up, in the
. face of this bourgeois inability, the tasks of the
revolution.
In these' conditions, the petty bourgeoiSie appeared, coming mainly from the middle and lower
student strata, which,' together with the broad'
masses of the people, played a militant role against
the Somocista military dictatorship.
The. petty bourgeoiSie was thus making its appearance, taking up' the banner of the transformations
that the bourgeoisie was not capable of starting or
carrying through.
Nevertheless, since July, 1979', the petty bourgeoisie, crystallized in the· FSLN, has proved itself
unable not only' of ,caring out the more consistent
bourgeoiS democratic reforms, but as a matter of
fact, it hasn't had .either the necessary political
or material strength to eradicate the inherited
oligarchic institutions~ such as the latifundos (big.

landholders),· or the landlords of' housing and farmlands.
The .petty bourgeoiSie, through, the program· -of.
"mixed economy" and "national unity", as· a .. conse:-·
quence of the political strength of the bourgeoiSie,
has not been able to offer anything"but a program of
reconstruction of capitalist relations--in spite of
its (the FSLN's) popUlist rhetoric.
The program of reconstruction of capitalism
through the mixed economy requires, . in the face Qf.
the current crisis of world capitalism and of dependent capitalism in Nicaragua, an increase in theexploitation of the labor force. This is necessary
in order to generate enough surplus for the reproduction of capital, for the increase of the rate of
profit of the bourgeoisie and for ·the reprodUction
of, the bureaucratic apparatus of the. state~ This
explains the wage freezes, the prohibition and illegalization of the workers" strikes and 'peasant
land takeovers, the increase in indirect taxes whiCh
falls mainly on the toiling masses, the .' tmeontrolled
inflation, the speculation in the basic commoditYI
market, the real increase in the length' of. the
working day through many different mechanisms, tire·
,minimum wage law that institutionalizes a system of
pay freezes for the labor force, as well as the
subsidies for big private prodUction, the annulment
of the debts of the capitalists, the tax incentives
for the big 'private enterprises, the preferential
currency policy, the credit· policy in favor 9f' the
big producers, etc.
.
In this situation, the class struggle, the . clash,
between the economic and political interests, qf the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat, of the..exploiter.s
and the rest of .the people, has no choice but to.
accumulate force and to develop itself .in forms ever
more evident and sharpened. In this struggle, the
state, led mainly by the petty bourgeoisie, whlch
itself is governed by the social relations of production that it promotes and develops objectively,
.is attempting to mediate this class struggle with an
. allegedly supra-class role (allegedly standing above
the contending classes). This stance is presented
witlJ. an enormous dose of popUlism which is now
. characteristic of the petty-bourgeoisie. Nevertheless, as they defend their role as mediators of the
class struggle (on a basis objectively capitalist
and in crises), the petty bourgeoiSie has no choice
but to substitute for the logic of the. developinent
of the revolution and of the class struggle, the

.,
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logic of the preservation and conservation of their
head of the working class, will implement its econo-own political power. More and more this petty bourmic policy for the necessities of the broad masses.
geoisie is ,demarcating its ideology, its own poliThis signifies that the logic of private profit that
tics and , with its practice in power, its increashas predominated in the "mixed economy" will have to
Ingly reactionary character with' respect to the
,give way to the logic of the needs of the masses,
social, economic, and political revolution that the
for which b'leworker-peasant power will expropriate,
proletariat and the historic epoch demand (this is
without indemnization, the big private owners and
to say, in respect to the proletarian revolution in
the big economic enterprises in the hands of big
Nicaragua).
These will be trans:private capital' in Nicaragua.
The Nicaraguan proletariat" despite the fact that
formed into sta~e enterprises under the control and·
it still carries enormous objective limitations aSa , administration' of the workers-worker administration
product of dependent capitalism in our country" is
from the level of the local unit to the nation/macclear that in neither the oligarchic paternalism
ro-economic 'unit. This. acti,on of expropriation of
based' on the great "hacienda" (based in the tradibig private capital, is' not an operation that can be
tional Conservative and Liberal Constitutionalist
developed overnight, Its rate will depend on the
parties), nor in the late demagoguery of the agrocapacity of the working clas,s to lead it, while
industrial commercial bourgeoisie (represented in
avoiding the vice 'of bureaucratism and of nationalthe Social Christian, the Liberal Independent and
ization withoqt worker control or worker administraother parties), nor in the revolutionist rhetoric of
tion that only leads to the creation again of a
the petty-bourgeoisie represented in the FSLN (a
corporative state that through a. state bureaucracy
tenacious anti-Somocista guerrilla which found itwou1d oppress anew the broad masses.
.self with the power in its hands but without any
This. advance of the working class against capiprogram except for a mixture of .stretched versions
talism will develop through revolutionary actions of
of that of the liberal bourgeoisie), are there any
the expropriation of big capital, workers' control
answers for the needs of the masses and the proletaand administration, and the, centralized planning of
rian revolution in Nicaragua.
the country's economy.
Only the Nicaraguan working class, in the cities
and in the countryside, in an alliance with the poor
2. Pqxdar revoIutlooary agrariar:l reform
peasantry will be able to carry through this transThe transformation of the system of property and
formation to its final consequences, to carry
production in agriculture will be driven forward
through the tasks that h'ave been delayed due to· the
through the expropriation, without indemnization, of
inconsistencies of the bourgeoisie' and petty bourthe latifundos (big landholdings) whether idle or in
geoisie.
use by its private owner. These, together with all
But these tasks are not the entire program of the
the productive resources, will be put at the disNicaraguan proletariat.
Its actions go further than
posal of a. Qational plan for production.
The state
just trying to develop the bourgeois democratic
property. and production will ~ .strengthened.
The
transformations which neither the bourgeoisie nor
delivery of.productive land- for 'the benefit of the
the petty bourgeoisie were able to develop. The
poor peasant.,cooperatives will be proceeded with,
program of ,the proletariat is essentially ,antiand voluntary .cooperatization . of the small landcapitalist, "anti-imperialist, and anti-bureaucratic.
holders. will be· promoted.
The >yorker-peasant gov,The program lays the basis ,to settle accounts, ernmentwill proceed to buildaiiagricultural model
with the classes left behind, but fundamentally it
that '. wilL.rationalize the available resources, putis a program 'to advance, to march forward to the . ting.iQ,~lie,forefront the necessities, for consumphistoric victories, to take the route of~he contion,of the people and for thy '4evelopment of the
productive forces.
.. .
.
struction of proletarian socialism.
In bur conditions, one sees the pressure of both
The agrarian reform will, be im.plemented with the
The
participation· of the worker anqpeasant ·councils,
the reactionary and the revolutionary classes.
petty bourgeoisie tries to 'arbitrate this struggle
who, through their centralized, organ and local orwhile it / establishes itself as a power supposedly
gans,will prepare and execute", ,with popular partiabove classes, scolding some and soothing" others
cipation, tbe tasks for the agrarian ttansformation
.
depending on the case. This is the only original . of the revolution.
thing in the plan of struggle of the FSLN. The
3. 'RflpudIatlon .of the ener~:'~ :bDerited from
program of struggle of the proletariat, counterposed
to that of the oligarchy, the bourgeoiSie, and the
Somodsmo OIl July 19, 1979.
.'
The worker-peasant power .. wiUdisregard payment
petty bourgeoisie" is supported, by the party of the
of the external debt inherited from Somocismo on
working Class 'of Nicaragua, the party of the prole-tarian revolution in Nicaragua, the MAP-ML.
July 19; ;1979, and will proc:.e~~L.w:itha study and
Workers and' Peasants to Power!
evaluation of the new debts .3$$.1,tWi;ldby the ~vern
ment . of National Reconstru.CJ~9it during its rule.
1.
F..cooomlc polley to furiI::tIon III. , the Interests of
The Self-<\etermination of the "..N~9&aguan people and
the tollers and 'to advance to &ldaHsm.
the development of the prqd,\i,cfive forces of the
coUntry will not be jeopardii'ea 'by any payment
The Marxist-Leninist party .of' Nicaragua, at the
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agreement.
Resources that result from the repud~
iation of theexterI1al debt will be used for the
strengthening of the national development.
The
flnandal blockade and the economic pressures of . the
bourgeoisie and the enemy governments will be neutralized by proletarian internationalism which wills
that the international workers'· movement assume as
its own the task of the economic. defense of the
worker-peaSant. revoluti<?n in. Nicaragua.. .. The . financial and technical support must. be providedfundamentally by the .peoples· and toilers of the world. :
4. lJrban reform to. redve the prublern of land and
oo~ f« .the 1roed masses
The expropriation, without indemnization, of
private urban properties· that ·are rental property
will be carried out.
Land. and housing property for
personal and family use will be respected.
T.he
urban lands will be redistributed through the PopuCommunity efforts for
lar Revolutionary Councils.
self-construction will be promoted witho~t taking
away from the unavoidable responsibility of the
worker-peasant state for urban construction and
quality housing. The state will proceed with the
elimination of the slums (cuarterias) and will assign the slum dwellers (pobladores) 'new lands and
bUildings. Housing and land that have been designed
for· living!housing but which in the previous regime
served as quarters or offices for the state bureaucracy will be surrendered.

5. The form and deYelopment of tbe wcrter-peasdllt
power
..
.
The immediate dissolution of the formal institutions that signify a limitation on, . substitution
for, or imposition on the participatIon of the broad
masses in the daily exercise of power•. The elimination of the separation of. powers; bringing. together
the organisms of . the toilers into a single· organ
with both legislative and executive character. This
organ, the Popular Assembly of Representatives, . will
be made up of the councils of workers, pel':lsants,
popular sectors, militiamen and soldiers.
It is the
supreme organ of the popular power,the power of the
workers and· peasants.
Worker-peasant power will be secured, through the
councils that will develop from the· activities and
levels of control, . from the most simple to the most
complex forms'" of worker administration.
All the representatives will be elected by the
,base and subject to .removal at any time that ,the .
base determines; tl::!is is true for,. therepresehta'::'
tives of the·organs a.t· the base to those of the
highest organs of representation. . The salaries of
the government. functionaries and' representatives
will not
exceed ...the
salary of a medjum '... level worker.;
.
.
.:',
.
.
-,

-

The .~ .. arfubig of ~ . ~. . ~ the:,
worker and ~~ militias. .The. f9rmation of .a
poiJul8r' revo1u~ army..
Full exerei8e of dem0cracy in its I'aDks. The formation· of counc1ls of
soldiers, Officers anc1commanders democrat1~ly.
6.

elected by' the ~
The hnltpoaatloo· into . proctttive worlc in tUnes· of peace. Chligatmy iDUltaty
service occordIngtotm wcessttles of tile nlDttary

.. .
defense of the revolution.
. The worker-peasant revolution requires that the
masses take up consciously and in an organized way
the l1].ilitary arts in their diverse forms and tech- .
niques. . ' .
.
.
For this J the restructuring
theniiUdas,. '
giving priority to their. formation in . the work ten-ters,will proceed Without impairing the complementary territorial militias. The decentralization
of light arms and· a military zonificatlon· that
rationally distributes the defensive resources in
all the national territory will be carried out~
. The use of certain specialities of the military
arts requires· the formation of a permanent. army,
which will be reduced to the minimum size possible,
and that will take part in productive activities so
.as not to become a burden on the toilers.
In the army, to avoid bureaucratization and isolation from the masses, . councils of soldiers will be'
formed for the free discussion and treatment. of· the
problems of the revolution and the rights and con:"
cernS of the soldiers themselves. In this way the
appointments and promotions will be the work of the
exerCise of democracy in which the soldiers of the
base decide on .the choosing of their own commanders.
In the exe<;:ution of military actions; however,
the strictest centralization will prevail.
The obligatory military service will take into
a.ccount volunteer service in the militias and its
implementation will depend on the necessities· of
defense.
The central axis of the military defense of the
country will be the workers, peasants and people's .
militia, that is to say, in general .the armed
people.

of· .

The defense· of the integrity of the national
territory and the self-d~terminat1on· of the people
and of the proletarian re'Yolution in· Nicaragua.
Struggle, against all types of interference from

7.

<nJDtries <X" hegem.oolc ~wei'S.

, The work~r-peasant power guarantees the full
defense of the national terrItory as ,. well as the
se!f-determination of the Nicaraguan people and the
workers', and peasants' revolution in, Nicaragua. . The .
worker-peasant government will not accept any·· type
ofirriposition from countries, ,groups ofcountries 1
or: the hegemonic sU~rpdwers that dispute the ,div!'"
s10hof . the world (among t;hemsel'ves). . . . . ' ....... .
. In foreign policy; . in respect .to ·other 'p'~oples ....
and toilers of the world, the worker-peasant Power
will defend and support these same rights.
.'
,

8..,': R~ . for ' the tight toselt~ternlinbtion. of·
the .peoples and ton~ts. Practice of. prolet~an
intematlonaHSm and mlliUmt SIpfXrt
die. -..g...
gles, of the peoples against their oppressors aDd

for .

e.tplolters. . Work for the fcxmadoo.am oemeUtmgof
'the intematimalunlty of theworidng .daiS. . , . .
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9.
Democratic liberties for the broad masSes
through the revolutionary popular mob1llzation,· to
cut the political activity of the bourgeoisie and
reaction.
Develop the free ideological struggle
against the enemies -of' the toilers. Practice of
union democracy, and freedom of union <X'g3Ilization
and the right to strike.
.
Through political action determined by the councils of the workers, peasants, popular sectors,
militiamen and soldiers the worker-peasant power
guarantees the most revolutionary democracy among
the people and fierce imposition against the,' enemies
of the toilers. This democratic participation does
not discount for a moment the counterrevolutionary
intentions of the bourgeoisie and big landholders,
even of those who have already been expropriated, or
the actions of imperialism against the revolutionary
power of the workers and peasants.
The broadest freedom of criticism will be exercised within the organs of power. Full union democracy will be guaranteed that will eliminate· the
verticalisin/hierarchism and bureaucratism of the
unions; The worker-peasant state will guarantee the
right to strike, as an instrument that the workers'
movement must have at its disposal in order to
pressure or to settle matters to which they have not
been given an opportune or sufficient answer.
The
free ideological struggles, persuasion, and even
better, the genuine and direct participation of the
toilers in power, are guarantees that the counter-revolution will not have much rooln to manipulate
this just right of the strike. Nevertheless, there
will remain prohibitions on all types of stoppage or
sabotage by the bourgeoisie that has not been expro-'
priated by the worker-peasant power.

10.

Struggle against the exploitation and oppression of women. Special programs for the inc:orpoottIon of women into ~ labor.
The struggle against the exploitation and oppression of women revolves around the' transformation of
the social relations of production that will destroy
all the capitalist mechanisms of exploitation.
, Nevertheless,' it is necessary, even in this case"
to continue the struggle against all, types of oppressive remnants or marginalization of women. Special programs for the effective incorporation of
women into productive labor will be implemented,
without forgetting to take into account certain
natural limitations that are not actually historical
remnants of her marginalization and oppression. For
example, pregnant women may not be exposed to risk
in a work process, that may/could affect her health
or that of the child in formation.
.
The problem of the care and supervision of th~
children of women workers will be resolved, guaranteeing the necessary state services to this end.
Furthermore, the ideological struggl~ against the
male (machista) prejudices that try to tie the woman
to domestic work in the home will be carried out.
At all levels a scientific sexual education will
be prorilOted and the contraceptive technology that'

the toilers voluntarily request will be' made available to the people, with the aim of eliminating the
practice of abortion without medical attention to
which may women of the people resort. ,Along with
this there will be study of and approval of legislation that. authorizes voluntary abortion under the
control of and vigilance of the state medical services.

11. Natlonallza~ under state oontrol and w«XXer
administration, of the mass communication media, the
medical senices, and edOCation.
Strengtbeufng of
the state enterprises of mass tl'ansp(rtatlon.
The mass communication media will be nationalized
and put under the control and admiriistration of the
workers.
The private practice of mediCine and the
profit-making activities in education will be eliminated, to which end the private colleges that exist
in the country will be nationalized. Nevertheless,
freedom for the extra-curricular functioning of
iristitutions which are dedicated exclusively to
religious teachings will be permitted. This is to
say, that the religious education centers may only
teach religion.
The strengthening· of the state enterprises of
mass transportation, which will resolve the problem
of transportation, including buses, taxis and commercial transportation, will proceed.
12.
DeveIopment of scientific knowledge among the
people. Respect for the cultural traditions of the
masses. ~ up of universal culture throogb the
fJ:ee ideologtcal struggle.
:Develqxnent of the cultural expressions of the proletariat.
13.
Immediate m1Hftcat:lm of the Somocista labor
code that is still in effect. Full power to. the
toilers in decisions in labor matters and social
security through the supreme organ of power, the
Popular Assembly of Representatives.
14~

The right. to admlnlstratlve autonomy for the

indJgeooos and pobladore comnnmlties of the Atlantic
coast in Nicaragua. Respect for and :oouintetfereoce
in the .use of its communal lands. Special industrlaJizatlon· of the, Atlantic coast in agreement/harmony with its natural base. Investments in its' own
zone of the surplus nOOessalY f<r local development

and the rest of the country.

WOOters and peas8l d s-to power!
Not a single vote for the bourgeoisie-bullets for
imperl~m!

'

Long Ilve the Mar:xJst-Leob:dst party of Nlcaragua--o
the MAPIML!
Long liYe the Worlcers· Frootl

Long live the Marxist-Leninist Youthl
Movement of Popular Action (Marxist-Leninist)
of Nicaragua
(Translated by The Workers' Advocate staff.)

[]

SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Contimed from. front page

seGQnd half of my' talk will be devoted to remarks
. about our approach and experience in the. contention
with the social-<iemocratic trend headed up by black
bourgeois politicians and petty-bourgeoi~ elements.

The FIght
.Against
The <wressIm of, B1;pt Workers
,
..
l
\'.

.

J '

In the mid-70's, a social-<iemocratic outfit named
BUILD (Build Unity, Integrity, Leadership and Determination) had considerable influence among the black
workers. BUILD was an· organization established· by
Saul Alinsky in the mid-1960's. That is, it was
essentially a social-democratic commun~ty organization engaged in the narrowest sort of reformist.
politics at best and poverty pimping. at worst. But,
in accordance with the times, it had a strong cuI':'
tural nationalist appeal and it ·associated itself·
with various "left" opportunists. BUILD maintained
its cultural nationalist appeal in the 1970s. For
example, it organized pickets at police precincts
located in the black community and demanded an end
to pOli?e brutality through the hiring of more! minority police officers. Signif~cantly', BUILD also,)
operated as a sort of· ombudsman for black workers;
especially those from the unorganized work places,
who would. appeal to BUILD to take· up their grievances through the local labor boards.
.
This organization, as I noted, had strong influence at Roswell Park. One reasoh for .BUILD's
influence was the corruption of the local union. At
that time at Roswell Park, the CSEA union was essen-:
tially a company union headed by right-:wing labor
bureaucrats.
These bureaucrats all came from the
professional· strata at Roswell. Tl1e professional.
employees are organize9- into thl;i same local as. the
labor grades. Indeed, numbers of the union hacks
were actually 'supervisory personnel. In addition,
they were and still are, although they're no longer
.. in office, casehardened racists of the Reaganite
. stamp~,
'
Working in a place with such a "union," which
never addressed the grievances of the white workers,
,leave alone the black one~, meant that the black
workers inevitably turned to BUILD to assist them to
fight the more oppressive hleasures of the administration. For ~mple; they turned to BUILD to fight
. against arbitrary fmngs, which.. w~re a considerable
problem in this period.
. Now,' the effect of BUILD's influence was quite
detrimental to .the struggle of. the . workers at RosIt was detrimental to the struggle
well Park.
, against· national oppression, detrimental to the
struggle against economic oppression, and detrimentaV to the fight against the corrupt labor bureaucrats.
\
\.
. .
First, all the issues of national oppression
facing the. black workers at Roswell Park were turned
over to this petty-bourgeois social-democratic organization. BUILD pursued these matters in the most
!

narrow, leg~istic, and bourgeois manner by appeal
ing to' the administration, by channeling everything
through labor boards, e~c. Thus, th~ influence'lof
the sold-out leadership of BUILD was a block to the
development of a real struggle against the racist
administration at Roswell and, also, to the fight
against the ·racist labor bureaucracy.
Second, the nationalist. politics of BUILD and its
ideological influence over the workers meant that·
\ every ques.tion of oppression of black workers was,
dealt with solely as a national or race question.
Thus the .issues of harassment and arbitrary. firings,
which affected all the workers (although certainly
most especially the black workers) were dealt with
strictly as cases of racial oppression.· (And the
specific oppression of black. people was seen as
something of concern only to blacks and not to the
. working class asa wMle.) Thus, the class question
was negated. and, everything. was seen solely as an,
issue of national oppression to be pursued solely by
blacks and by black workers headed up ·by pettybourgeois eleinents ~t that. I
.
Overall, the effect of this· black nationalist
line was to split ':lP and' fragment the . struggle of
the workers against the administration.
Instead of.
all the workers uniting· for mass struggle against
,the racist oppression, as well as against economic
exploitation, . the black workers, that is, the most
Significant section of the labor grades, were, cht:mneled into individualist and legalist. struggles
against the administration. In this w·ay, also, the
bourgeois-nationalist line of BUILD nicely dovetailed with the racist line of the corrupt bureau. crats· who controlled the local. The union hacks
were left unscathed as the struggle from below was
not developed among the masses of workers.
However, in. the later 1970's the influence 'of
BUILD . began to· wane a great deal among the . black
workers.
.
In part, this· was a result of the workers' direct
experience with· BUILD. AlthejUgh perhaps several
jobs were saved, an~ no doubt
few token promotions
were finagled, the national oppression and economic
exploitation, of the black workers kept on Increasing
because ~o' significant resistance by the masses .was
being .or~anized.
.
In addition, the'· difficulties of BUILD in the
later 70's were a'result of the drying up of the
poverty pimp fun~s. ACGordingly,· greater inter- .
necine, ,unprincipled strife developed inside the
organization and a number, of factional splits took
pl;:l.ce. They were fighting over who would get the
diminishing funds.
.
Other fa'ctors' also played. a role. . I Notably' there
was the effect of the milltant workers' movement in
the perIod 1976, 1977, and 1978 both locally and
a6ross .. the country. Our· Party's persistent agita-·
t'ion promoting. this movement and promoting mass
. struggle began to establish among the black 'workerS
a definite consciousness of an alternati'{e way to
fight..
..
.
I
The fina.l factor which explairis the signifipant
i

!

a
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waning of BUILD's influence in the latter 70's is
that the Party intensified all-around political and
ideological' agitation at Roswell Park and we began
paying c;loser attention to the work there, although
we had not yet decided to concentrate at the hospital.
THis then was the essential complexion of politics among the black workers at Roswell Park when we
began our concentrated work in 1979. I will now
,proceed to explain our tactics for organizing the
struggle against national 'oppression. First, I'll
describe how we dealt with the struggles that came
up inside the work place and, secondly, how we
organized at the work place when an important citywide struggle broke out against a racist murder
campaign in the foliowing year, 1980.

ers into a racial and national question. As well,
we always addressed the struggle in the work place
-- whether the economic struggle or the fight
against national oppression or other struggles -- as
part of the countrywide struggle of the working
class against the capitalist class and state.
Thirdly, we. developed our agitation and struggle
in such a way as to hit at the reactionary corrupt,
.
labor bureaucrats.
The strength ef the Party's line 'and work was
such that, ; within a year of our initiation of 'vigorous agitati'on and organizing work at Roswell, the
trend of individuals looking outside the work place
to the black bourgeoisie, specifically to BUILD, to
resolve their grievances was gone entirely. A clear
. new orientation to appeal to the masses of workers
themselves to fight on these issues was established.
The Struggle at the W<rl. Place
The question of the masses of workers organizing
,
themselves at the work place was established as the
The main objective attack facing the Roswell Park
way to fight.
For several years,
workers in 1979 was overwork.
The most important measure of our success in this
-the State's hiring freeze and policy of attrition of
period was our ability to build up a good-sized
state workers had thinned out the ranks of the work
distribution network, with supporters in all of the
force at Roswell Park while the actual work to be
labor grade departments. As a result of this, all
In order to force
done had steadily increased.
of the struggles began to be channeled to us through
greater and greater work out of the workers, the
this pro-party net work.
administration conducted a systematic campaign of
On an even broader scale, and as another measure
harassment, disciplinary measures and firings.
of our success, the m asses themselves enthusiastically proposed and supported that one of our
This attack, of course, was first and foremost
directed against the labor grades, and especially
comrades run for president 'of the union local to
against the black workers, and ;nore especially
kick the reactionary, racist bureaucrats out of
against the younger and' more militant black workers' office. It is important to note that the program
who were bolder in resisting the increased workupon which our comrade ran had two key planks: the
loads.
In carrying out its attacks against the
first was struggle against economic oppression
black workers, the administration resorted to the
(overwork being the main form), and the second was
filthiest and vilest racial. sluts and slanders
struggle against racial discrimination.
The commitagainst those workers it attacked.
It labeled them
tee we organized united a significant section of
as IIlazyll, IIthieves", "drug users II ,etc. Not coinblack and white workers for these demands.
cidentally, this also provided the' corrupt union
[The comrade won election as president of Local
bureaucrats with a justification for never lifting a
303 in 1979. His activity sent the higher union
bureaucrats into a frenzy, and they undemocratically'
finger to protect the black workers" jobs and for
leaving them entirely defenseless before these atremoved him from office. But he stood firm against
tacks.
the bureaucrats and retained the support of the
In this situation, we agitated \lnd worked to:
ran..l(-and-file workers. (See the article "Mass Active
guide the struggle of the workers along the followResistance Is The Correct Trade Union POlicyll in The
Workers' Advocate of Feb. 25, 1980.)
ing lines:
Later, tn the union elections of spring 1981 , there
First, we appealed to all the workers, both black
and white, to themselves take up' the struggle
was a new factor, the· so-called "Unity Slate". This
against economic exploitation and national oppresis goqe into in detail later in the speech. And the
sion. Not any outside force, not the trade union,
speech also refers to still another Local 303 election in 1983 which provided an additional confirmanot as - individuals, but the· masses through their' own
tion of the correctness of the revolutionary tacstruggle and organization. Together with our agitatics.-Note by the Supplement}
tion, we developed various low level methods of
Among the masses generally, as a result of our
struggle, such as petitiops, groups confronting the
administration, slowdowns.
' work, a militant atmosphere and a definite trend to
resist overwork developed. And we were able to stop
. ;;condIy, we strove to unite all the workers in
the firing of four black dietary workers who did not
the struggle against both economic exploitation and
national oppression.
Neither did we \ reduce the
pass a competency· test that the administration had
organized as a means to attack them.
stnw;gle in I the work place to an economic strupgle
. To anticipate somewhat later developmerits, it can '
am ." .il to take into account the specifiC national
also be mehtioned that our agitation and struggle
op,Pre:;:".on of black workers, nor did we attempt to
against national oppression at Roswell forced the
transform every issue of attack against black work-
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administration, together with Arthur Eve, to "investigate" the problem of discrimination at Roswell
Park in late 1979 or early 1980. The investigation
led to establishment of a new office for affirmative
action, manned by a flunkey of Eve. Within months
of the creation of this office, a number of blacks
were promoted to supervisory posts in several departments including the most important labor grade
. department. We'll have more to say about this tendency later.
The Fight Against the RocIst Murder CampaJgn
in Buffalo

o

So now ! want to go on and speak about the role
of establishing a base among the black workers at
Roswell in the city-wide struggle against the racist
murder campaign in 1980.
.
In the fall of 1980, when a strong movement
emerged to struggle against the racist murder campaign in Buffalo, our concentration at Roswell Park
provided a solid base for propelling us into the
center of this city-wide movement. In turn our role
in the city-wide struggle had important benefits for
our concentration work at Roswell Park. Allow me
first to briefly state ·the most important objective
features of the situation.
During the fall of 1980, in..·.... the midst of the
presidential election campaign, and shortly following the mass black rebellions of that spring and
summer in Miami, Chattanooga, and other. places, a
racist murder and terror campaign was launched
against the black people in Buffalo. .Between September 1980 and January 1981, six black men were
murdered, and the corpses of two were mutilated.
Three more were nearly killed by racist thugs. Numerous cross burnings took place.
And the funeral
of one of the victims was desecrated by the visit of
a KKK "white" van.
This racist murder campaign was far more than the
results of the crazed activity of the single lunatic
who was eventually found gUilty of various of the
murders. It was a coordinated political campaign, a
part of the nation-wide, government-organized offensive against blacks.
Comrades will recall the murder of anti-klan demonstrators at Greensboro during
this period. In particular the local nazi party in
Buffalo was active in it. This group has links that
trace back to the police department and into the
office of the Mayor himself. Nor was it accideptal
that the police failed to arrest a single suspect
over months of ~lled investigation or that they
denied the existence, which was well known among the
masses, of any organized racist or, nazi groups in
Buffalo.
There was massive outrage throughout the black
community in Buffalo against the racist campaign and
against the foot-ciragging of the racist government.
Extensive self-defense measures were taken by the
masses. And the sentiment· in favor of mass demonstrations, for organizing a political movement,
against the government was very strong.

The black bourgeoiSie worked overtime to suppress
the development of any mass struggle. The preachers
preached themselves hoarse from the pulpits against
violence.
The black bourgeois politicians organized
themselves into a "Leadership Forum" to prevent
violence.
Not the· violence against the black
people, mind you, but against any violent· resistance
to it. The Leadership Forum demanded that -the Griffin administration and police department be more
"responsive" to the concerns of the black comrrmnity.
They organized a Unity Day rally to unite Qlack
people behind the Griffin administration and' even.
irivited racist Griffin himself to speak at it. They
had Jesse Jackson fly up, straight .from trying to
"cool off" the masses in Miami, to preach against
violence and "negativity". Jackson reminded the
masses that it was supposedly the violent struggle.
following the assassination of King in 1968 that
contributed to the victory of "fascism", that is,
the election of Nixon that year due to white backThe lesson: no mass struggle against the
lash.
racist murder campaign, vote for Carter in 1980.
In this· situation we agitated along the follOWing
basic lines:
. .
** We targeted the government, . exposing its connections to the local racist gangs and its role as
the instigator and leader of the racist campaign.
We called upon the masses to develop their political
struggle against the government. And we denounced
the· sell-out black leadership vigorously. We exposed
them for calling on the masses to rely upon the very
government that was organizing the racist campaign.
We denounced them as firefighters against the m8S$
movement. We denounced them for tyirig the black
masses to the racist Democratic Party of Carter and
Griffin.
** We vigorously participated in the city-wide
political movement.
We organized our own cOntingents for all the demonstrations~ There were about
half a dozen demonstrations in several months. Several of them involved thousands of people, which is
a very large demonstration for our area. We organized our own meeting, and we attended· the numerous
meetings which were organized by others throughout
this period.
**: In developing this work in the city~wide movement and· on a city-Wide basis, our concentration at
Roswell Park played an invaluable. role.
The RelatIoosIdp of the Work at Roswell
to the Worlc In the City-Wide Movement

I'd just like to go through a number of features
of this now.
First of all, we made maximum use of our supporters, of our ties at Roswell to assist us· to broaden
our ties in the black community and to participate
in the general political movement.
Expressed in
another way, we made the maximum effort to bring the
workers out of the work place and into the pOlitical
movement.
Of course, we strove to mobilize workers from

..
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Roswell Park to attend our own political meetings
press the development of the movement. It was fbl-·
and 'to participate in our contingents in dem~>nstralowed shortly by Jackson's visit, which had the same
motive.
tions. In this work we met with definite success.·
But more than jW'!tthis. To Cite one example, a·
Six hundred people.· attended the Jackson meeting.
black worker from Roswell Park went with us -to
They were clearly aroused and expecting that he
·would provide impetus· to their struggle. Of course,
distribute leaflets at the local community. college,
a community college attended by a majority of young
Jackson's whole effort deflated this sentiment. But
black students. She. gave us valuable. contacts with·
ttow precisely did it affect the masses? We knew
that it had not in fact Su~ed very far. That's
the students, she helped .U$ to meet the president of
the student association who was quite friendly to . because of ow. ties at RoSwell. Thus, we proceeded
our, politics, an<i she organized for us to speak
with confidence to calIon the . masses to participate
before one· of his classes~ Soon, with very little
in ol:lr contingent in a demonstration organized by
effort ·really, we were embroiled in contradictions
opportunists sho,rtly thereafter. As well, we prowith the revisionist and reformist CPUSAat Erie
ceeded with confidenGe to organize -for our own meeting whi<ili: was attended by three Roswell Park workers
Community College who were frantic at .our developing
work there. This work continued for some time afand other elements from the black community•. And,
terward. Thus, overnight we found ourselves in the
finally, we kneW that Jesse Jackson in this situathick of things at this campus because of our ties· tion was eminently denounceable, that there was a
at Roswell Park.
definite opposition and even a cer~ain disgust at
Of course, in addition to this, we niobilized
his role, and we .proceeded to denounce him in the.
other workers from Roswell to do distribution and . sharpest terms in our: leaflets.
postering with us in the community - work that they
Let me give another similar example which is
were eager to do and which greatly assisted us in
perttaps even a clearer illustration. of this point of .
strengthening our work in the black community.
how concentration -of Roswell meant that we had our
To cite another example, one of the pro"'party
f~ngers on the pulse of· the masses and how this
significantly .assisted. us in figuring out our tacworkers lived in a housing ·proj~t.· He. organized a
meeting at his house· which eight black youths
ticS- for participating in the -genera1 . movement.
. In December the Griffin .. administration granted
attended. Two of our comrades went to this meeting
and carried on extensive discussion with them· a1;x>ut
the local nazis a permit -to demonstrate at City Hall
the racist murder campaign and how to fight it.
on the anniversary of Martin Luther King's birthday.
Secondly, another very practical' rel!itioiJ. between
Remember, this is right in the middle of the racist
our concentration work and our participation in the.
murder camp8ign.The. Workers World Partj and other
_general movement was the intimate knowledge of
opportunists called ··a counter-demonstration. . Griffin .irrtmedlately . outlawed the opportunist-callE~d
events ·we had due to our deep tieS .with the R.oswell·
Park workers. During periods ,such as this it is,
demonstra:tion in order to "prevent: violence".
Griffin.then . proceeded, together with the Black
inevitable that the bourgeois press will distort,
minimize, and ·outtight suppress news of important' L~adership Forum, to calL for a counter-couriter
developments.
But if racist attacks or other inci.,.demonstration~ Unity Day ll,· toPe organjzed several
.blocks away from the anti-racist;r8.lly In Lafayette
dents occurred, anc;l if there was resistance· to the
attacks, we knew immediately because of our. ties -Square., This Unhy bay II was :,clearly organized
iil regards to more
against the· anti-nazi, anthracist· demonstration.
with the workers at Roswell:
The extensive agitation that was ,rUIl for. it, includgeneral developments, our ties at Roswell Park meant
that we knew how extensive were such trends as the
ing frequent-.TV ,spots Jeaturing the mayor arm in arm
masses arming themselves and what form this; was
-with ()urowp-l~l Jesse Jackson, tbe Reverend Bentaking. .
_
nett Smit1:l, _dii-ectly counterposedthe mayor's demonThirdly, our concentration at Roswell Park meant
stration ~othe anti-racist demonstration~ . This is
that we constantly had our fingers on the pulse of
how they talked: unity, not _sttuggle or negativity.
the masses, that we knew their mOod intimately; and
No opposition to the govermnent. I Be, positive, peaceful, and. legal. Don't, be violent and illegal like
were in close Contact with any changes in it•. Thus,
for ins~ance,. we knew the· mOod when Jesse Jacksori.
the demonstration before City I::lall•.. They weren't
came to cool out the movement.
referring to the nazi demonstrationk;·that was legal,
Shortly before Jackson's visit, the Black Leacf;-. _ but the-an_ti-nazi demonstration;::- ,
All of this propaganda created ;an extremely conership Forum had organized a token rally, Unity Day
I, to press their demand that the Griffin ·government
fUSing situation, and a great ,deal ,of pressure was
be niore responsive to the concerns of the blackexerte<i on the: masses not to.,par.ticipate in the
_community. They had invited Griffin himself to
anti-racist demonstration. In sllch,_a situation like
speak. Griffin showed just how responsive he was to
this, it is difficult to figure out correct tactics.
the demands of the black community by, while . Jje..;
And even when this is done, -it tsextremeiy difficult 'to establiSh the right conficieoce- and assurance
grudgingly accepting the invitation, declaring 'that
in . Y9ur tactics in order to -oppose, any tentativehe woUld rather be watching the football game•. This
rally was obviously' organized to reconcile the black
ness.
' . , ,~ "-masses with the Griffin admini.stration and to SUP"'",:
Jt was oUr .coitcentra~on,at ~osw~ll Park, and out
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And third, the experience in such struggle, under
.close ties with the black workers there, which was
the conscious,' guiding role of the Party, is an
the key link in assisting us to work out our tactics
The work
invaluable education for the workers.
and have the utmost confidence in' their correctness.
place is inherently narrow. Developing our work in
Thus, even though Unity Day IT was organized against
the broader pOlitical movement in closest connection
the anti-racist demonstration, we khew that the
to the work place concentration is· invaluable in
m~ did not see it that· way. We knew that the
helping us overcome this narrowness.
majority of the masses would attend that rally, and
And I don't mean just in the sense that we have
that they would attend on an anti-racist basis.
the workers participate in the political movement
This was impOrtant for us in determinirig hoW to
and gain experience in that. There is that, and
distribute our forces, to erisurethat we agitated
it's very impOrtant. But, as well, from that expeamong those maSses properly, and in making our decirience the Party is able to more clearly correlate
sion to form a contingent among therri. In fact, we
for the' workers the' relationship of the trends that
were the only "leftll group to do s o . '
.
,:' The WWP and the RCP either boycotted Unity Day IT
they face in the work place to the broader pOlitical
trends that exist in the political movement. The
or adopted an openly hostile attitude towarci the
Party is. better able to show the workers that varimasses rallying in Lafayette Square.
Now I'm not
ous problems that come up are not just a matter of
trying to say that the only reason they did that ~s
this or' that individual but of' a definite opportunbecause they don't have the same ties with ~he
ist political trend.
masses that we do.
They also did that. because
So, for example, as I'm shortly going to go on to
. they're rotten. oppOrtunists and we're Mm;xist-Lenindiscuss, the trade 4nion election was held a few
ists.
On the other hand, even though this tremer'ldous
months later.
In it the social-democratic trend at
Roswell raised the slogan "Cool itll and attacked our
pressure was organized by the government against any
mass participation in the anti-racist demonstration
line of mass active resistance as being IInegative",
before City Hall that would confront the nazis,' and
etc. Because the workers had gained some experience
even though the WWP was waffling incredibly in the
in the political movement we were able to. correlate
the unionists' line at Roswell with the black bourfac~ of the government's pressure,
we knew that
geois politiCians' conciliation to the racist murder
. definite sections, and in fad the most militant and
important sections of the masses of' the workers,
campaign. And we were able to make clearer that
would attend that rally. We were able to confidentthis was a definite political trend in opposition to
ly decide to place our main forces in this demonthe trend of mass active resistance represented by
the Party.
stration, to call 'on the workers to partiCipate in.
our contingent ihthis demonstration, and together
The rest of my remarks are now going to be conwith black workers from Roswell Park and other work'
centrating specifically on the:
places, to directly confront the nazis~
Fourthly, our concentration at Roswell Park pro- '
struggle Against the Boorgeois Nationalist Trend
'.
at Roswell Park
vided us with a microcosm in whiCh we" were able to
closely study the line of the blackmisleaders and
its effect on the" black masses, to clOsely work out
In fact, throughout the period we have just been
the details of our ·line in opposition to that of the
discussing, which is roughly 1979-1980, there was a
misleaders, and to measure its effect among the
SOCial-democratic, bourgeois nationalist trend at
masses. This prepared· us for what we would come up
Roswell Park. But it remained fairly amorphous ..
against elsewhere -;at Erie Community· College, for
While it existed, and it vied against us; it lacked
example, And it allOWed us to sharpen our agitaorganizational shape. It was in the spring of 1981,
tion, to hit at the key questions . that needed clariduring the local union elections, that this trend
fication among the masses, and to hit against key
congealed into what is known as the Unity Slate or
unity trend.
..
points in the soCial-democratic line.
Finally, in' conCluding these remarks on the relaThe social base of this trend is that section of
tionship between 'concentration and developing our
black working people at Roswell who are most like
work in the city'-Wide movement, let me just add
the petty bourgeoisie, the professional and semiseveral brief pOints . about the pOSitive effect which
professional blacks employed at Roswell, which in-.
our work in the pOlitical movement had .on the conIf it sounds
eludes some. supervisory personnel.
centrationwork . at'Roswell Park.
awfully familiar to the racist bureaucrats who had
First of all, we Won tremendous respect among the
previously dominated the. union, that's not coinciRoswell Park workers for our orientation toward the.
dental.
These petty bourgeois and labor aristocrat
January 15 events." This helped us significantly in
elements are closely tied to the local bourgeois
pOliticizing the broad trend that we had established
. politicians, especially to Arthur Eve. Throughout
around the Party ''in; the 'work place.
the period we have just been discussing, they were
Second, bycmohiUzing our supporters using our
the main conduit for the sellout pOlities among the
black workers.
ties from RosweltPark to assist us in the city-wide
work, we strengthened the pro-party forces at RosBut without organi!':ation, they had real difficul·well.
ty in effectively contending with us. They were
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faced with the prospect of a broad trend for proletarian politics becoming consolidated among the
black labor grade workers at Roswell. In fact, it
was our success in the .work which impelled them to
organize against us, to attempt to wipe otit our
influence among the black workers, to try' to split
them from the broad trend around the Party, and to
work to reestablish the hegemony of the black bourgeoisie.
The Platfocm of the Unity Slate

Let me make several remarks· about their platform.
Actually Unity has had no definite worked out program of any sort. But if I can 'sort of formulate
what their platform was, it will help to clear up
the picture of their basic politics.
.
First of all, Unity trend had no principledappeal against the corrupt labor bureaucrats who continued to monopolize the trade union posts at that
time. At best, they could only come up with some
vague suggestions for "democratic" changC?s. in the
union.· In fact, the only specific change they ever
recommended was holding more union meetings. Instead of tW9 a year, we now have four.
it is "our
In reality, their basic line was:
turnll •
By this slogan they tried to make the black
, workers believe that they, UnIty, would better represent the black workers. But this slogan really
meant that it was the turn of the black labor aristo~rats, professionals, and supervisors
to control
the\ local union instead of the control by the white
professionals and supervisors.
That this was their true aIm was hardly even
concealed beneath· their thin, nationalist appeal
against the corrupt bureaucrats.
Let me just quote
from the. Challenger. The Challenger is the black
newspaper in Rochester and Buffalo, which· was
founded by none other than Arthur Eve. Up until
several years ago Eve continued to edit the paper.
During th~ union election campaign the Challenger
published an article which was really the most programmatic statement ever made by the Unity Slate,
or, I shpuld say, made for Unity.
So I'll' just
quote. a few points from it.
It gives the basic slogan, "Together we stand,
divided we fall." And it mentions that there is an·
entire slate of black officers running in the upcoming union election at Roswell. It also has a picture here of just a certain section of Unity Slate.
There were actually three white workers running with
them. But in the Challenger article it is presented
as if the entire slate were all black. And the
article says that this entire black slate, based on
statistiCS, has an excellent chance of winning because 800la of the eligiblc. voting membership in Local
303 is black. This is in the form of a quote from
the leader of Unity Slate.
So, in terms of what their program is, the leader
of the Unity Slate goes on to state, ''We need more
than two representatives." And the Challenger goes
on and says, "which is clearly why she and others

decided to run. Proper representation is the key."
Inadequate union representation of the young blacks
in particular is the problem which needs to be
solved. And then the leader of Unity Slate .goes on
to say, "Insensitive supervisors and insensitive
union leadership -- that's the problem at Roswell
Park which we have to solve." Of course, in her
view, the whole solution to the problem of insensitive union leaderships and insensitive supervisory
. personnel, insensitive to the young black workers,
is not to develop mass struggle against the company
and its union bureaucrat lackeys, but to have some
black supervisors and to have some black professionals among the union bureaucracy. So the black workers and young blacks are still to be left out in the
col<;l; they are to entrust their fate to the upper
strata and and are advised to qelieve in cooperation
with the ruling class.
This is the crassest type of tokenism. It is an
attempt, in the name of fighting national oppression, to rally the black workers to assist the black
bourgeois elements into cushy union posts and supervisory positions.
So the whole first point that I'm making about
Unity Slate is that they had no principled appeal
In fact, in essence,
against the labor bureaucrats.
they were the same thing.
Secondly, Unity Slate wielded its nationalist
appeal not against the racist white union bureaucrats but against the MLP.
Neither did they have
any principled difference with the labor bureaucrats, nor did they even on an unprincipled basis
.try to attack the labor bureaucrats and present
tIiemselves as being a genuine black alternative.
They really just did not use the nationalist appeal
.against the bureaucrats;
Their most basic approach was to appeal to nationalist sentiments.
And that appeal was directed
against us.
They engaged in the most vicious,
. racist campaign against our Party· as being supposedly "honkies pimping .off the black people's struggle". And they attacked our supporters among the
black workers as being supposedly "Uncle Toms".
And finally, let us look at the Unity Slate's
attitude towards the trade union struggle.
We
raised the question of mass active resistance, not
class collaboration, as the correct trade union
policy. The Unity Slate only addressed this question by way of the slogan "acceptabilityll. That is,
they presented the:gIselves as "acceptable" negotiators with the administration because they were well
versed in bourgeois methods of leadership and in
dealing effectively in this type of politics. Along
with tliis they raised, as I mentioned before, the
slogan "Cool It".
Thus, once you peek beneath the nationalist facade, the rightist, social-democratic essence of
this Unity trend is clear as day. And the nationalist appeal, far from being directed against the
racist bureaucrats, was rather directed against the
proletariat, against the Party, in order to bring
th.e black workers back into ~he black bourgeois
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Orr Tactics in the Union Elections

So now I'm going to pass on to discuss our basic
tactics in this trade union election. And again,
First of
I'll divide my remarks into two parts.
all, 'there's the election itself in which three
groupings participated:
the corrupt bureaucrats,
the Unity Slate, and our slate, the Workers' Mass
Action Slat~. _ Then there's the question of the
possibility of the rerunning of the presidential
election, after the elections were over, because of
extensive voting fraud by the corrupt bureaucrats.
This possible election rerun led to an important
discu$sion about what tactics we might pursue in
that situation.
The Union Election .Itself
~

social-democratic nature of the Unity trend, its
politics and its history.
The second point of our tactics was that we
organized, a slate ,of candidates to run on our platform.
This slate included white and black workers.
It was an important means for, in an objective 'way,
driving home among the masses that we are a trend
We organand not just a candidate for president.
ized a, broad committee to support the "Mass Action
Slate", and through it we' developed agitation
against the attacks of Unity Slate. This form was'
crucial for preserving the broad trend around the
Party, even though, we suffered some losses to, the,
social-democrats in the election.
'
The election campaign, and the results of the
election itself, showed 'that while the Unity Slate
did succeed in making definite inroads among the
,black workers in the labor grades, we fared well in
preserving our broad trend.
The total vote for our presidential candidate was
45. This was less than the 135 votes that we received in the first election in 1979. But in 1979 we
were running against two reactionary union hacks who
split their vote.
In this election our candidate
for president ran not only against a corrupt bureaucrat but also against the Unity Slate. And stilI he
got 45 votes. What is more, the other candidates on
our slate gathered, on the average, about 70 votes
apiece.
During the campaign I as I mentioned, great pressure was e;xerted ,against the black workers'. This
led to definite vacillation among a section of workers.
/ On the, other hand, the broad trend that we were
able to holg, together during this campaign emerged
from the ,struggle more consolidated than before. It
was a good deal clearer .ideologically as to the real
nature f of bourgeois nationalism and social-democracy.

We knew that with the organization of the Unity
Slate we' would suffer losses. By losses I do not
primarily mean that we would get a lower vote turnout in the trade union election.
That's only a
measure of our strength. What we we~e most of all
concerned about was that this socral-democratic
trend would make definite inroads into the broad
section of workers who had come to support us over
the past several years, and in particular among the
black workers who were supporting us in the labor
grades.
Nevertheless, even though we knew we would have
definite losses, we welcomed the congealing of this
force into a definite, well-defined trend.
For this
process objectified a political tendency that existed among the masses. It .organized the trend into a
concrete shape that we could analyze for the masses
and against which we could wage an objective struggle. The political education of the masses is the_
main thing, not' whether we win a trade union' post.
At the same time, we were not about to hand over our
We
trend to the social-democrats without a fight.
, The DIscusslon of Possible Tactics,
sought to maintain, as far as we could, the broad
If the Election Was Rerun
forces that, we had gathered around the Party.
Thus in the electibn campaign itself our tactics
As
mentioned briefly in the beginning, in this
were centered on .two points: '
'
election there was extensive voting fraud carried
First, we worked to strengthen the politicalout by the reactionary bureaucrats who still conideological struggle against social-democracy. This
troIled the trade .union apparatus.
The Unity Slate
meant continuing' to campaign on the slogan of, 'mass
candidate for president protested the electioD fraud
active resistance, which we had raised in t.he first
to the regional level of the union.
This protest
union election, and - continuin~ to target the corrupt
was eventually denied at the regional level and the
union bureaucrats as well as to exgose the Unity
Unity Slate didn't pursue it; any further.
But when
trend. Now, the unit later sUlJ1med up; that, in
we were faced with the prospect of a second running
practice, we did not place enough emphasis upon the
of the election for president, we had extensive
struggle against' the corrupt bureaucrats. Thus it
discussion on what tactics we should pursue.
'would have been better to have kept the fight
Eventually the unit, in close consultation with
against theadmihistration and the corrupt union
the higher Party bodies, decided in favor of forming
hacks as the center of the agitation and then on
a unit~d front with the Unity Slate. That is, we
that basis to work to expose the social democratic ,decided we would withdraw our candidate for presi- _.
Unity trend.
But we qid succeed in raising the
dent if there was a reholding of the election" and,
level of consciousness against social-democracy.
We
if definite conditions were met, we would support
made, use of Party leaflets during the ca(11paign and a
the Unity Slate candidate for president.
letter to the pro-party workers which analyzed the- So the point is moot because this election was

,
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never h,eld and" we
got to' even atterr1pt these
'half and so, therefore, the reactionary union hack
tactics.
But it's valuable, I think, to explain
could be defeated.
Based on this situation we dewhat our thinking was on this question.
cided that withdrawing our candidate would be the
Faced with this ~ocial"democratic,. bourgeois
correct step to take.
nationalist trend,' which was organized precisely' in
But in taking this step, on no account would we
order 'to kill us, why did we decide in' favor of
stop our principled struggle against social-democraattempting .to conclude a united front? ,The essency. We were determined to promote no illusions to
tial reason was that, 'Yhile we would not give up ,the
the effect that Unity Slate was, in principle, difstruggle against the politics of this trend, we had
ferent from the reactionary bureaucrats.
to find a way' to maintain our ties among the masses
Secondly, we decided' to demand that the Unity
of workers and to, "at the same time, find a way to
Slate agree to adQpt, as part of their. platform,
influence the base of the Unity trend. That is to
certain measures that' would be in the interest of
say, we were looking for a way to get the ear of the.
the workers. Our support for their candidate would
workers who were supporting the Unity trend so that
be conditional on whether or not they agreed to one
we could develop an objective struggle against it.
or more of these measureS. By withdrawing our can, While it was clear. to us that social-democracy,
didate we hoped to show the masses our sincer'e
as represented by the Unity Slate, was an enemy,
desire for unity against the reactionaries.
By
this was not at all clear to a broad enough section
making demands on the Unity Slate we hoped to show
of the ma~. The' main thing the masses sought to
the masses that the Unity leaders' were not really
achieve in the trade unIon elections was the ouster
different than the reactionaries, that they were not·
of the reactionary, racist, corrupt bureaucrats.
really ready to fight for the demands of the rank
This had been ):he issue for several years. The great
and file. If the Unity leaders did not accept our
majority of workers were united in this legitimate
demands then the wasses would fInd it easier to see
desire;
the nature of Unity Slate. If the Unity, leaders did
Now, amongihe masses of the workers who were
accept our demands then we had further consolidated
united on this question a division had arisen bethese as the unified stand of the workers and we had
tween those who, on the one hand, saw that only mass
a lever with which to expose th~ Unity leaders
active resistance was a genuine alternative to the
later,\ because we fully expect~d that they would not
corrupt bureaucrats and that, the Unity Slate reprecarry through on these issue~ after they got into
sented no' real alternative, and on the other hl'md,
office.
those who stilI had definite illusions that Unity
Thirdly, in- terms of the method for arriving at
Slate would make Ia difference. In this situation it
any agreement with Unity Slate, it was necessary to
was important that we should continue' to act, and
ensure that all negoi:iations and agreements were
that the masses should clearly perceive us as actcarried out in the open and under the supervision of
ing, as the unifiers and organizers of their strugthe masses. No back room deals. No possibility for
gle to achieve the goal of ousting the' reactionary
us to be compromised by the social-democrats' later
bur€laucrats. We had to mak~ sure that we were not
betrayals.
\
cast in the role of spoilers, disrupting the mass
Finally, we reasoned that any agreement would
urge to achieve the ouster of the reactionary, cor- "either lead to the achievement of some measure of
rupt bureaucrats.
benefit to the masses and their struggle, or it
~s well, it was important that we develop the
would lead to the clearest and most powerful type of
struggle against the social-democratic Unity Slate 'exposure of the social-democrats for betraying the
in an objective way. We had to work in
way that
workers. In either case we expected to gain closer,
would not isolate u~ from ,the base of the Unity
contact 'with the rank and file in the Unity Slate.
Slate, , which, was, rfter all, among a significant
Again, let me emphasize, that the whole aim of
this tactic was to ensure that, while we maintained
section of the labor grade workers.
Thus we decided to try to appeal for a united
lour own trend distinct and independent from social....i
front with the Unity Slate. 'But this appeal had to
democracy, and while we carried out a principled
be handled correctly. We did not want to corrupt or
struggle against social-democracy, we could take the
weaken the conscidusness of our trend against
most aggressive attitude to penetrating to the base
social-democracy. Yet, at the same tim'e, we wanted
of the Unity trend and to winning over their suptei penetrate into the base of the Unity trend and : porters through our positive efforts and through our
prepare the conditions fbr the exposure ~nd isolaexposure of the rotten ·nature of the leaders of the
Unity Slate in the most objective manner.
tion of its social-democratic leaders. In specific
terms, what we decided t6 do was:
As I stated, this discussion of a possible united
First, we decided that we would withdraw ~ur
front with the Unity Slate in the election proved to
presidential candidate from,. the race. Our candidate
•be moot. But it well illustrates our general orientation for dealing with this trend during the next
had received. far fewer votes than the Unity Slate
candidate for president, apprbxim~tely half or maybe
period. During th/? summer of 1981, which is a month
or two after the' elections )Vere over, 'an' important
even a third. It was clearly l the view of, the broad
masses that it was our candidate who should withdraw
struggle developed at Roswell whicl1 allowed us to
apply this orientation and to make further inroads
so that the oppositional vote was not divided in

a
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against Unity trend.

The FIght AgaInst Slot Staffing and Low Pay
In the summer a struggle developed against low
wages and overwork, and it aroused the workers
throughout . the hospital.
It led to the organization
of two mass pickets by the workers, which is a
significant form' of struggle in a work place that
has never ~n on strike. Eventually, it led to the
convening of a special session of the State Budget
Committee which was held at Roswell Park itself.
This committee meeting was chaired by none other
than Arthur Eve. It was .attended by hundreds of
workers who used it as an opportunity to thoroughly
denounce the Roswell administration.
The fight' against shortstaffing and low pay· began
in the nursing department. In fact, the nurses were,
and still are, paid lower than the majority of
nurses in our area. The Nurses Committee organized
the fight. It was an official committee of Local
303, . but it was composed of one of our firmest
supporters, several activists in the Unity trend,
and several Unity leaders. This committee maintained a certain independence from tJ'le corrupt bu-.
reaucrats. In fact, it co-opted the leader of the
Unity Slate (who was an LPN) onto it right from the
outset of the struggle. In its activity and line,
despite the presence of our supporter and other
genuine elements on it, the Nurses Committee clearly
reflected the policy of the Unity trend.
Now, we di~ not go into the Nurses Committee. We
might have fought to be co~opted onto it, and we
might have succeeded in getting a seat. But, instead, we decided to maintain our organizational
separation and thus to maintain the simplest sort of
demarcation between our Party and Unity Slate. We
appealed to the base of the Unity Slate directly
through the leaflets of the unit. Through our conduct in the struggle, we were aqle to demarcate· our
line most objectively from that of Unity Slate and
to increase our influence among its base.
The Nurses Committee sought to confine the fight
against 'overwork and low wages to the nurses. It was
our agitation and organizational work which ensured
'that the struggle was extended to other departments
.
and, mos~ importantly, to the labor grades.
As well, the Nurses Committee never clearly forIt was
mulated the specific demands of the fight.
. our agitation which initiated and concretized the
demands for more hiring of workers and increased
wages. These demands were taken up by all the
workers.
On top of this, the Nurses Committee was not in
favor of mass actions. Again it was our agitation
which initiated the call fOr mass pickets and
.aroused arid mobilized the workers for them.
As you would expect then, the Nurses Committee,
while seeking to maintain its independence from the
labor bureaucrats, never fought against them. Instead it capitulated to their pressure.
It was only
our Party which provided the struggle with its. oppo-
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sitional character di"rected against the trade union
bureaucrac;y.
Perhaps this can best be illustrated by the following incident. When the Nurses Committee actually
got around to calling a mass picket, after we had
initiated the move for it among the workers, the
labor bureaucrats were at first furious and' they
demanded that it.be called off. The Nurses Committee waffled, but given the strongsentimenf of· the
workers, and our wqrk, it .was impossible to suppress
the picket. The labor bureaucrats and the Nurses
Committee were forced to concede that the picket
would occur. They then tried to confine it to the
nurses alone. And on the day of the picket, the
bureaucrats, who had at first· tried to squash the
picket, showed up and muscled the Nurses Committee
out of the practical leadership of it. The bureaucrats put their mugs before the cameras to be filmed
and their mouths over the microphones to ·spew forth
their line. And the Nurses Committee capitulated to
the labor bureaucrats. .
But we organiz~d the labor grades to show up to
the picket en masse, together with placards. proclaiming the demands of the workers. These were the
only placards present with the demands of the .workers •. The bureaucrats attempted to suppress us, to
force us to take down our placards, but the labor
grade contingent was too strong and numerous. Only
through the effort of our trend, therefore, was a .
militant and large picket organized which supported
clear demands of the workers. And it was organized
right in the teeth of the corrupt bureaucrats' at-'
. tempts to suppress it and the Nurses Committee-Unity
Slate capitulation before them.
Now, it's important to note here that while the
Nurses Committee-Unity Slate led this struggle, it
was our work --. through a tacit united front -which was alone responsible for mobilizing the . labor
grades into it, including the labor grade workers
who supported the Unity trend. .That is, we mobilized Unity's own supporters against the wishes of
the leaders. The Nurses Committee sought to confine
the struggle to the nurses and to keep the labor'
grades out of it, and in a moment I think we'll see
more clearly what the significance of that was.
.
We concentrated on mobilizing our trend andappealing to their base through our independent acti-:vity. Thus, we placed ourselves in' the best position to criticize their capitulation to the labor
bureaucrats, to attack their sellout when it eventually came, and for this to have the maximum. effect
.
upon their own supporters.
So eventually, this struggle was liqUidated, and
by a. significant means. Unity trend relied upon its
intimate ties. with the black bourgeois politician
Arthur Eve, who came to Roswell Park to conduct a
formal investigation into· the situation.· Such in- .
vestigations have by now become standard operating
procedure when any motion develops at Roswell. Unity Slate convinced the workers to abandon their
. struggle in favor of appealing to Eve. to' resolve
their difficulties.
.\
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This must temind comrades of the situation' several years earlier. The exact same line of. appealing
to the black bourgeoisie, which then meant to BUILD,
'was now again being followed, but now the call was
to rely on Eve. An,d it ,had the same effect of
undermining the mass struggle. However, this time
the form was slightly different and the sellout
occurred, on a higher level.
Needless to say we fought against this liquida,..,
tion of the struggle. We went to the Eve hearings,
and we called' on the workers to not rely on Democratic Party politicians but on their own struggle' to
win their demands. We agitated to continue the
struggle.
Unfortunately, however, the motion was
'effectively squashed.
Within several months, the Eve committee produced
a task force report, a report which was supposed to
carry through with solving the grievances which the
workers had raised, to the, Eve committee. 'Now this
report ignored the demands of the labor grade workers. The only concrete steps it proposed were the
creation of, a whole new supervisory strata among the
nurses, of a number of straw bosses whose pay scale
was raised two steps, and a reorganization of the'
entire department in order to "solve" the problem of
overwork.' These steps were, eagerly implemented by
, the Administration. Unity Slate crowed over this
grel:j.t' victory which Arthur Eve and they had won for
"the '" workers. And they squabbled with th~ reactionary, CSEA bureaucrats over who deserved the, most
credit for it. '. '
,,' '
'Ithink it should now be clearer what, the class
and SOcial basis of this Unity Slate trend is and
why' they sought to confine" the struggle to the"
'nurses <;llone, and to keep the labor grades out of, it.
The whole effort was designed to secure some token
aQvances for' their strata and they simply never had
, any intent to secure the demands of the workers.
, So when this sellout occurred, we explained to
the masses that both the labor bureaucrats, and the
Unity Slate, who are essentially the same thing,
, deserved credit for the sellout. We issued a leaf'let ,which sharply' exposed -:Arthur Eve's role as a
betrayer of the 'struggle~
,
The Unity Staters went wild against us. They
launched into a big argument in defense of Eve at
the end of ,a Union meeting, confronting a comrade
amongst a large group of black workers. Mr. Eve
himself roamed the halls of Roswell Park to demand
an' accounting from our comrade, which our comrade
obligingly gave him. But despite this frenzied at~ck onus by Eve and the Unity Slate, the masses of
workers in the labor grades, including the base of
Unity' trend, who have always supported Eve, agreed
with us. , Numbers of them pointedly endorsed our
'denunciation.
,
'
Since Unity wanted f'o make such a big stink out
of it, we followed up this contradiction with an
open letter which we circulated among the most active and the more friendly Unity Slate supporters as
well as 'among the pro-party workers. This letter
went Into greater detail, and summed up the whole

history of the struggle, to drive home the exposure
of the social-democrats and Eve. And the Unity
Slate could come up with no answer and no response
'to what we had, to say.
Now I want to emphasize the Significance of this
,denunciation of Eve. It was the view of the unit
that at an earlier moment we could not have denounced Eve without isolating ourselves from the
base of Unity trend. Unity and Eve would surely
have been able to 'whip up nationalist sentiment to
shutoff their trend from us. But based on this
objective exposure, developed through the mass
struggle and the workers' direct experience, we have
won the ability to openly Criticize and attack Saint
Arthul", and our crIticism does ,not fall on deaf
ears', It cannot be readily dismissed with nationalist appeals and anti.:cammunism.
,I also want to point' out that the fact that we
'did not polemicize against Eve or 'the Unity Slate
before this did not mean that we weren't always
fighting against social.,-democracy.
We found other
means to 'attack the trend. 'But objectively the
, tactical queStion of when we could come out and hit
them really hard by, name was something that we
developed in this manner.
Of course, there is a great reservoir of, good
will for Mr. Eve, and large illusions about the
black bom-geoisie still exist among the broad masses
of black workers' at Roswell Park. But through the
development of our work,in the struggle against
l1ational. oppression, in the contention against the
black bourgeois nationalis·t and social-democratic
trend at Roswell Park, we have succeeded in main- '
taining a real trend around the Party, based mainly
uPon the black workers. And we have succeeded in
maintaining excellent relations with the base of
Unity trend.' . And we have the. ability to influence
them.
'
Let me jUst give one example. In the last trade
union election, which was held last year, our cbmrade ran for the office of first vice president. He
ran directly against a Unity Slate candidate. He
garnered 160 votes, the largest we've ever won, and
he, fell 12 ~ort of matching the number which the
Unity Slate" candidate 'won.
Or, take another example. This spring ,the
state government announced its intention of merging
Roswell Park and Buffalo General Hospital. This
would mean a big loss of jobs for the Roswell Park
workers.
Against this attack the Party, in~pend
ently,and in the name of the Party, organized a
picket outside Roswell Park. This picket was widely
endorsed ,by the masses inside and::we succeeded in
drawing out half a dozen workers despite all pressures against it.
Thus, despite the situation of relative lull that
has prevailed in the past period,and despite the'
existence of an antagonistic trend which has mass
,influence and which ,is determined ,to wipe us out, we
have succeeded in maintaining our" broad trend at
Roswell Park and we are able tomfluence a wide
[J
section of· black workers. '

